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Dynamic random-access memory
Dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) is a type of random-access memory that stores each bit of data in a
separate capacitor within an integrated circuit. The capacitor can be either charged or discharged; these two states are
taken to represent the two values of a bit, conventionally called 0 and 1. Since capacitors leak charge, the
information eventually fades unless the capacitor charge is refreshed periodically. Because of this refresh
requirement, it is a dynamic memory as opposed to SRAM and other static memory.
The main memory (the "RAM") in personal computers is dynamic RAM (DRAM). It is the RAM in laptop and
workstation computers as well as some of the RAM of video game consoles.
The advantage of DRAM is its structural simplicity: only one transistor and a capacitor are required per bit,
compared to four or six transistors in SRAM. This allows DRAM to reach very high densities. Unlike flash memory,
DRAM is volatile memory (cf. non-volatile memory), since it loses its data quickly when power is removed. The
transistors and capacitors used are extremely small; billions can fit on a single memory chip.

History
The cryptanalytic machine code-named "Aquarius" used at Bletchley Park during World War II incorporated a
hard-wired dynamic memory. Paper tape was read and the characters on it "were remembered in a dynamic store. ...
The store used a large bank of capacitors, which were either charged or not, a charged capacitor representing cross
(1) and an uncharged capacitor dot (0). Since the charge gradually leaked away, a periodic pulse was applied to top
up those still charged (hence the term 'dynamic')".[1]

Schematic drawing of original designs of DRAM
patented in 1968.

In 1964 Arnold Farber and Eugene Schlig, working for IBM, created a
hard-wired memory cell, using a transistor gate and tunnel diode latch.
They replaced the latch with two transistors and two resistors, a
configuration which became known as the Farber-Schlig cell. In 1965
Benjamin Agusta and his team at IBM created a 16-bit silicon memory
chip based on the Farber-Schlig cell, with 80 transistors, 64 resistors,
and four diodes. In 1966 DRAM was invented by Dr. Robert Dennard
at the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center. He was granted U.S.
patent number 3,387,286 [2] in 1968. Capacitors had been used for
earlier memory schemes such as the drum of the Atanasoff–Berry
Computer, the Williams tube and the Selectron tube.

The Toshiba "Toscal" BC-1411 electronic calculator, which was introduced in November 1966,[3] used a form of
dynamic RAM built from discrete components.[4]

In 1969 Honeywell asked Intel to make a DRAM using a 3-transistor cell that they had developed. This became the
Intel 1102 (1024x1) in early 1970. However, the 1102 had many problems, prompting Intel to begin work on their
own improved design, in secrecy to avoid conflict with Honeywell. This became the first commercially available
DRAM memory, the Intel 1103 (1024x1), in October 1970, despite initial problems with low yield until the fifth
revision of the masks. The 1103 was designed by Joel Karp and laid out by Barbara Maness.
The first DRAM with multiplexed row and column address lines was the Mostek MK4096 (4096x1) designed by 
Robert Proebsting and introduced in 1973. This addressing scheme, a radical advance, enabled it to fit into packages 
with fewer pins, a cost advantage that grew with every jump in memory size. The MK4096 proved to be a very 
robust design for customer applications. At the 16K density, the cost advantage increased; the Mostek MK4116 16K 
DRAM, introduced in 1976, achieved greater than 75% worldwide DRAM market share. However, as density 
increased to 64K in the early 80s, Mostek was overtaken by Japanese DRAM manufacturers selling higher quality
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DRAMs using the same multiplexing scheme at below-cost prices. See Japan–United States relations#Frictions in
the semiconductor industry sector

Operation principle

Principle of operation of DRAM read, for simple 4 by 4 array.

DRAM is usually arranged in a rectangular array of
charge storage cells consisting of one capacitor and
transistor per data bit. The figure to the right shows a
simple example with a 4 by 4 cell matrix. Modern
DRAM matrices are many thousands of cells in height
and width.
The long horizontal lines connecting each row are
known as word-lines. Each column of cells is composed
of two bit-lines, each connected to every other storage
cell in the column (the illustration to the right does not
include this important detail). They are generally
known as the + and − bit-lines.

Operations to read a data bit from a
DRAM storage cell

1.1. The sense amplifiers are disconnected.
2.2. The bit-lines are precharged to exactly equal

voltages that are in between high and low logic
levels. The bit-lines are physically symmetrical to
keep the capacitance equal, and therefore the
voltages are equal.

3. The precharge circuit is switched off. Because the
bit-lines are relatively long, they have enough
capacitance to maintain the precharged voltage for a
brief time. This is an example of dynamic logic.

4. The desired row's word-line is then driven high to connect a cell's storage capacitor to its bit-line. This causes the
transistor to conduct, transferring charge between the storage cell and the connected bit-line. If the storage cell's
capacitor is discharged, it will greatly decrease the voltage on the bit-line as the precharge is used to charge the
storage capacitor. If the storage cell is charged, the bit-line's voltage only decreases very slightly. This occurs
because of the high capacitance of the storage cell capacitor compared to the capacitance of the bit-line, thus
allowing the storage cell to determine the charge level on the bit-line.

5.5. The sense amplifiers are connected to the bit-lines. Positive feedback then occurs from the cross-connected
inverters, thereby amplifying the small voltage difference between the odd and even row bit-lines of a particular
column until one bit line is fully at the lowest voltage and the other is at the maximum high voltage. Once this has
happened, the row is "open" (the desired cell data is available).

6.6. All storage cells in the open row are sensed simultaneously, and the sense amplifier outputs latched. A column
address then selects which latch bit to connect to the external data bus. Reads of different columns in the same
row can be performed without a row opening delay because, for the open row, all data has already been sensed
and latched.

7.7. While reading of columns in an open row is occurring, current is flowing back up the bit-lines from the output of
the sense amplifiers and recharging the storage cells. This reinforces (i.e. "refreshes") the charge in the storage
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cell by increasing the voltage in the storage capacitor if it was charged to begin with, or by keeping it discharged
if it was empty. Note that due to the length of the bit-lines there is a fairly long propagation delay for the charge to
be transferred back to the cell's capacitor. This takes significant time past the end of sense amplification, and thus
overlaps with one or more column reads.

8.8. When done with reading all the columns in the current open row, the word-line is switched off to disconnect the
storage cell capacitors (the row is "closed") from the bit-lines. The sense amplifier is switched off, and the bit
lines are precharged again.

To write to memory
To store data, a row is opened and a given column's sense amplifier is temporarily forced to the desired high or low
voltage state, thus causing the bit-line to charge or discharge the cell storage capacitor to the desired value. Due to
the sense amplifier's positive feedback configuration, it will hold a bit-line at stable voltage even after the forcing
voltage is removed. During a write to a particular cell, all the columns in a row are sensed simultaneously just as
during reading, so although only a single column's storage-cell capacitor charge is changed, the entire row is
refreshed (written back in), as illustrated in the figure to the right.

Refresh rate
Typically, manufacturers specify that each row must have its storage cell capacitors refreshed every 64 ms or less, as
defined by the JEDEC (Foundation for developing Semiconductor Standards) standard. Refresh logic is provided in
a DRAM controller which automates the periodic refresh, that is no software or other hardware has to perform it.
This makes the controller's logic circuit more complicated, but this drawback is outweighed by the fact that DRAM
is much cheaper per storage cell and because each storage cell is very simple, DRAM has much greater capacity per
unit of surface than SRAM.
Some systems refresh every row in a burst of activity involving all rows every 64 ms. Other systems refresh one row
at a time staggered throughout the 64 ms interval. For example, a system with 213 = 8192 rows would require a
staggered refresh rate of one row every 7.8 µs which is 64 ms divided by 8192 rows. A few real-time systems refresh
a portion of memory at a time determined by an external timer function that governs the operation of the rest of a
system, such as the vertical blanking interval that occurs every 10–20 ms in video equipment. All methods require
some sort of counter to keep track of which row is the next to be refreshed. Most DRAM chips include that counter.
Older types require external refresh logic to hold the counter.
Under some conditions, most of the data in DRAM can be recovered even if the DRAM has not been refreshed for
several minutes.

Memory timing
Many parameters are required to fully describe the timing of DRAM operation. Here are some examples for two
timing grades of asynchronous DRAM, from a data sheet published in 1998:[5]
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"50 ns" "60 ns" Description

tRC 84 ns 104 ns Random read or write cycle time (from one full /RAS cycle to another)

tRAC 50 ns 60 ns Access time: /RAS low to valid data out

tRCD 11 ns 14 ns /RAS low to /CAS low time

tRAS 50 ns 60 ns /RAS pulse width (minimum /RAS low time)

tRP 30 ns 40 ns /RAS precharge time (minimum /RAS high time)

tPC 20 ns 25 ns Page-mode read or write cycle time (/CAS to /CAS)

tAA 25 ns 30 ns Access time: Column address valid to valid data out (includes address setup time before /CAS low)

tCAC 13 ns 15 ns Access time: /CAS low to valid data out

tCAS 8 ns 10 ns /CAS low pulse width minimum

Thus, the generally quoted number is the /RAS access time. This is the time to read a random bit from a precharged
DRAM array. The time to read additional bits from an open page is much less.
When such a RAM is accessed by clocked logic, the times are generally rounded up to the nearest clock cycle. For
example, when accessed by a 100 MHz state machine (i.e. a 10 ns clock), the 50 ns DRAM can perform the first read
in five clock cycles, and additional reads within the same page every two clock cycles. This was generally described
as "5‐2‐2‐2" timing, as bursts of four reads within a page were common.
When describing synchronous memory, timing is described by clock cycle counts separated by hyphens. These
numbers represent tCL‐tRCD‐tRP‐tRAS in multiples of the DRAM clock cycle time. Note that this is half of the data
transfer rate when double data rate signaling is used. JEDEC standard PC3200 timing is 3‐4‐4‐8[6] with a 200 MHz
clock, while premium-priced high performance PC3200 DDR DRAM DIMM might be operated at 2‐2‐2‐5 timing.[7]

PC-3200 (DDR-400) PC2-6400 (DDR2-800) PC3-12800 (DDR3-1600) Description

Typical Fast Typical Fast Typical Fast

cycles time cycles time cycles time cycles time cycles time cycles time

tCL 3 15 ns 2 10 ns 5 12.5 ns 4 10 ns 9 11.25 ns 8 10 ns /CAS low to valid data out (equivalent to
tCAC)

tRCD 4 20 ns 2 10 ns 5 12.5 ns 4 10 ns 9 11.25 ns 8 10 ns /RAS low to /CAS low time

tRP 4 20 ns 2 10 ns 5 12.5 ns 4 10 ns 9 11.25 ns 8 10 ns /RAS precharge time (minimum precharge
to active time)

tRAS 8 40 ns 5 25 ns 16 40 ns 12 30 ns 27 33.75 ns 24 30 ns Row active time (minimum active to
precharge time)

The improvement over 11 years is not that significant. Minimum random access time has improved from
tRAC = 50 ns to tRCD + tCL = 22.5 ns, and even the premium 20 ns variety is only 2.5 times better compared to the
typical case (~2.22 times better). CAS latency has improved even less, from tCAC = 13 ns to 10 ns. However, the
DDR3 memory does achieve 32 times higher bandwidth; due to internal pipelining and wide data paths, it can output
two words every 1.25 ns (1600 Mword/s), while the EDO DRAM can output one word per tPC = 20 ns
(50 Mword/s).
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Timing abbreviations

• tCL – CAS latency • tRRD – RAS to RAS delay
• tCR – Command rate • tRTP – Read to precharge delay
• tPTP – precharge to precharge delay • tRTR – Read to read delay
• tRAS – RAS active time • tRTW – Read to write delay
• tRCD – RAS to CAS delay • tWR – Write recovery time
• tREF – Refresh period • tWTP – Write to precharge delay
• tRFC – Row refresh cycle time • tWTR – Write to read delay
• tRP – RAS precharge • tWTW – Write to write delay

Error detection and correction
Electrical or magnetic interference inside a computer system can cause a single bit of DRAM to spontaneously flip
to the opposite state. The majority of one-off ("soft") errors in DRAM chips occur as a result of background
radiation, chiefly neutrons from cosmic ray secondaries, which may change the contents of one or more memory
cells or interfere with the circuitry used to read/write them. Recent studies[8] show that single event upsets due to
cosmic radiation have been dropping dramatically with process geometry and previous concerns over increasing bit
cell error rates are unfounded.
This problem can be mitigated by using redundant memory bits and memory controllers that exploit these bits,
usually implemented within DRAM modules. These extra bits are used to record parity and to enable missing data to
be reconstructed by error-correcting code (ECC). Parity allows the detection of all single-bit errors (actually, any odd
number of wrong bits). The most common error-correcting code, a SECDED Hamming code, allows a single-bit
error to be corrected and, in the usual configuration, with an extra parity bit, double-bit errors to be detected.
An ECC-capable memory controller as used in many modern PCs can typically detect and correct errors of a single
bit per 64-bit "word" (the unit of bus transfer), and detect (but not correct) errors of two bits per 64-bit word. Some
systems also 'scrub' the errors, by writing the corrected version back to memory. The BIOS in some computers, and
operating systems such as Linux, allow counting of detected and corrected memory errors; this allows identification
and replacement of failing memory modules.
Recent studies give widely varying error rates with over 7 orders of magnitude difference, ranging from 10−10−10−17

error/bit·h, roughly one bit error, per hour, per gigabyte of memory to one bit error, per century, per gigabyte of
memory.[8][9][10] The Schroeder et al. 2009 study reported a 32% chance that a given computer in their study would
suffer from at least one correctable error per year, and provided evidence that most such errors are intermittent hard
rather than soft errors. A 2010 study at Rochester University also gave evident that a substantial fraction of memory
errors are intermittent hard errors.[11] Large scale studies on non-ECC RAM in PCs and laptops suggest that
undetected memory errors account for a substantial number of system failures: the study reported a 1 in 1700 chance
per 1.5% of memory tested (extrapolating to an approximately 26% chance for total memory) that a computer would
have a memory error per 8 months. [12]
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Packaging
For economic reasons, the large (main) memories found in personal computers, workstations, and non-handheld
game-consoles (such as PlayStation and Xbox) normally consist of dynamic RAM (DRAM). Other parts of the
computer, such as cache memories and data buffers in hard disks, normally use static RAM (SRAM).

General DRAM formats
Dynamic random access memory is produced as integrated circuits (ICs) bonded and mounted into plastic packages
with metal pins for connection to control signals and buses. In early use individual DRAM ICs were usually either
installed directly to the motherboard or on ISA expansion cards; later they were assembled into multi-chip plug-in
modules (DIMMs, SIMMs, etc.). Some standard module types are:

A 256 k x 4 bit 20-pin DIP DRAM on an early
PC memory card (k = 1024), usually Industry

Standard Architecture

Common DRAM packages. From top to bottom:
DIP, SIPP, SIMM (30-pin), SIMM (72-pin),
DIMM (168-pin), DDR DIMM (184-pin).

•• DRAM chip (Integrated Circuit or IC)

• Dual in-line Package (DIP)
•• DRAM (memory) modules

• Single In-line Pin Package (SIPP)
• Single In-line Memory Module (SIMM)
• Dual In-line Memory Module (DIMM)
• Rambus In-line Memory Module (RIMM), technically DIMMs

but called RIMMs due to their proprietary slot.
• Small outline DIMM (SO-DIMM), about half the size of regular

DIMMs, are mostly used in notebooks, small footprint PCs (such
as Mini-ITX motherboards), upgradable office printers and
networking hardware like routers. Comes in versions with:

•• 72-pin (32-bit)
• 144-pin (64-bit) used for SDRAM
• 200-pin (72-bit) used for DDR SDRAM and DDR2 SDRAM
• 204-pin (64-bit) used for DDR3 SDRAM

•• Small outline RIMM (SO-RIMM). Smaller version of the
RIMM, used in laptops. Technically SO-DIMMs but called
SO-RIMMs due to their proprietary slot.

•• Stacked vs. non-stacked RAM modules

• Stacked RAM modules contain two or more RAM chips stacked
on top of each other. This allows large modules to be
manufactured using cheaper low density wafers. Stacked chip
modules draw more power, and tend to run hotter than
non-stacked modules. Stacked modules can be built using the
older TSOP or the newer BGA style IC chips.

Common DRAM modules

Common DRAM packages as illustrated to the right, from top to
bottom:
1.1. DIP 16-pin (DRAM chip, usually pre-fast page mode DRAM (FPRAM))
2.2. SIPP 30-pin (usually FPRAM)
3.3. SIMM 30-pin (usually FPRAM)
4.4. SIMM 72-pin (often extended data out DRAM (EDO DRAM) but FPRAM is not uncommon)
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5. DIMM 168-pin (SDRAM)
6. DIMM 184-pin (DDR SDRAM)
7. RIMM 184-pin (RDRAM) not pictured
8. DIMM 240-pin (DDR2 SDRAM and DDR3 SDRAM) not pictured

Memory size of a DRAM module
The exact number of bytes in a DRAM module is always an integral power of two. A 512 MB (as marked on a
module) SDRAM DIMM, actually contains 512 MiB (mebibytes) = 512 × 220 bytes = 229 bytes = 536,870,912 bytes
exactly), and might be made of 8 or 9 SDRAM chips, each containing exactly 512 Mib (mebibits) of storage, and
each one contributing 8 bits to the DIMM's 64- or 72- bit width. For comparison, a 2 GB SDRAM module contains
2 GiB (gibibytes) = 2 × 230 bytes = 231 bytes = 2,147,483,648 bytes of memory, exactly. The module usually has 8
SDRAM chips of 256 MiB each.

Versions
While the fundamental DRAM cell and array has maintained the same basic structure (and performance) for many
years, there have been many different interfaces for communicating with DRAM chips. When one speaks about
"DRAM types", one is generally referring to the interface that is used.

Asynchronous DRAM
This is the basic form from which all others derive. An asynchronous DRAM chip has power connections, some
number of address inputs (typically 12), and a few (typically one or four) bidirectional data lines. There are four
active-low control signals:
• /RAS, the Row Address Strobe. The address inputs are captured on the falling edge of /RAS, and select a row to

open. The row is held open as long as /RAS is low.
• /CAS, the Column Address Strobe. The address inputs are captured on the falling edge of /CAS, and select a

column from the currently open row to read or write.
• /WE, Write Enable. This signal determines whether a given falling edge of /CAS is a read (if high) or write (if

low). If low, the data inputs are also captured on the falling edge of /CAS.
• /OE, Output Enable. This is an additional signal that controls output to the data I/O pins. The data pins are driven

by the DRAM chip if /RAS and /CAS are low, /WE is high, and /OE is low. In many applications, /OE can be
permanently connected low (output always enabled), but it can be useful when connecting multiple memory chips
in parallel.

This interface provides direct control of internal timing. When /RAS is driven low, a /CAS cycle must not be
attempted until the sense amplifiers have sensed the memory state, and /RAS must not be returned high until the
storage cells have been refreshed. When /RAS is driven high, it must be held high long enough for precharging to
complete.
Although the RAM is asynchronous, the signals are typically generated by a clocked memory controller, which
limits their timing to multiples of the controller's clock cycle.
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RAS Only Refresh (ROR)

Classic asynchronous DRAM is refreshed by opening each row in turn.
The refresh cycles are distributed across the entire refresh interval in such a way that all rows are refreshed within
the required interval. To refresh one row of the memory array using /RAS Only Refresh, the following steps must
occur:
1.1. The row address of the row to be refreshed must be applied at the address input pins.
2.2. /RAS must switch from high to low. /CAS must remain high.
3.3. At the end of the required amount of time, /RAS must return high.
This can be done by supplying a row address and pulsing /RAS low; it is not necessary to perform any /CAS cycles.
An external counter is needed to iterate over the row addresses in turn.[13]

CAS before RAS refresh (CBR)

For convenience, the counter was quickly incorporated into RAM chips themselves. If the /CAS line is driven low
before /RAS (normally an illegal operation), then the DRAM ignores the address inputs and uses an internal counter
to select the row to open. This is known as /CAS-before-/RAS (CBR) refresh.
This became the standard form of refresh for asynchronous DRAM, and is the only form generally used with
SDRAM.

Hidden refresh

Given support of CAS-before-RAS refresh, it is possible to deassert /RAS while holding /CAS low to maintain data
output. If /RAS is then asserted again, this performs a CBR refresh cycle while the DRAM outputs remain valid.
Because data output is not interrupted, this is known as "hidden refresh".[14]

Video DRAM (VRAM)
VRAM is a dual-ported variant of DRAM that was once commonly used to store the frame-buffer in some graphics
adaptors.

Window DRAM (WRAM)
WRAM is a variant of VRAM that was once used in graphics adaptors such as the Matrox Millenium and ATI 3D
Rage Pro. WRAM was designed to perform better and cost less than VRAM. WRAM offered up to 25% greater
bandwidth than VRAM and accelerated commonly used graphical operations such as text drawing and block fills.[15]

Fast page mode DRAM (FPM DRAM)
Fast page mode DRAM is also called FPM DRAM, FPRAM, Page mode DRAM, Fast page mode memory, or Page
mode memory.
In page mode, a row of the DRAM can be kept "open" by holding /RAS low while performing multiple reads or
writes with separate pulses of /CAS so that successive reads or writes within the row do not suffer the delay of
precharge and accessing the row. This increases the performance of the system when reading or writing bursts of
data.
Static column is a variant of page mode in which the column address does not need to be stored in, but rather, the
address inputs may be changed with /CAS held low, and the data output will be updated accordingly a few
nanoseconds later.
Nibble mode is another variant in which four sequential locations within the row can be accessed with four 
consecutive pulses of /CAS. The difference from normal page mode is that the address inputs are not used for the 
second through fourth /CAS edges; they are generated internally starting with the address supplied for the first /CAS

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Dual-ported_RAM
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Graphics_card
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Graphics_card
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Rage_Pro%233D_Rage_Pro_.26_Rage_IIc
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Rage_Pro%233D_Rage_Pro_.26_Rage_IIc
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edge.

Extended data out DRAM (EDO DRAM)

A pair of 32 MB EDO DRAM modules.

EDO DRAM, sometimes referred to as Hyper Page Mode enabled
DRAM, is similar to Fast Page Mode DRAM with the additional
feature that a new access cycle can be started while keeping the data
output of the previous cycle active. This allows a certain amount of
overlap in operation (pipelining), allowing somewhat improved
performance. It was 5% faster than FPM DRAM, which it began to
replace in 1995, when Intel introduced the 430FX chipset that
supported EDO DRAM.

To be precise, EDO DRAM begins data output on the falling edge of
/CAS, but does not stop the output when /CAS rises again. It holds the
output valid (thus extending the data output time) until either /RAS is
deasserted, or a new /CAS falling edge selects a different column
address.
Single-cycle EDO has the ability to carry out a complete memory transaction in one clock cycle. Otherwise, each
sequential RAM access within the same page takes two clock cycles instead of three, once the page has been
selected. EDO's performance and capabilities allowed it to somewhat replace the then-slow L2 caches of PCs. It
created an opportunity to reduce the immense performance loss associated with a lack of L2 cache, while making
systems cheaper to build. This was also good for notebooks due to difficulties with their limited form factor, and
battery life limitations. An EDO system with L2 cache was tangibly faster than the older FPM/L2 combination.
Single-cycle EDO DRAM became very popular on video cards towards the end of the 1990s. It was very low cost,
yet nearly as efficient for performance as the far more costly VRAM.
Much equipment taking 72-pin SIMMs could use either FPM or EDO. Problems were possible, particularly when
mixing FPM and EDO. Early Hewlett-Packard printers had FPM RAM built in; some, but not all, models worked if
additional EDO SIMMs were added.[16]

Burst EDO DRAM (BEDO DRAM)
An evolution of EDO DRAM, Burst EDO DRAM, could process four memory addresses in one burst, for a
maximum of 5‐1‐1‐1, saving an additional three clocks over optimally designed EDO memory. It was done by
adding an address counter on the chip to keep track of the next address. BEDO also added a pipelined stage allowing
page-access cycle to be divided into two components. During a memory-read operation, the first component accessed
the data from the memory array to the output stage (second latch). The second component drove the data bus from
this latch at the appropriate logic level. Since the data is already in the output buffer, quicker access time is achieved
(up to 50% for large blocks of data) than with traditional EDO.
Although BEDO DRAM showed additional optimization over EDO, by the time it was available the market had
made a significant investment towards synchronous DRAM, or SDRAM [17]. Even though BEDO RAM was
superior to SDRAM in some ways, the latter technology quickly displaced BEDO.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Megabyte
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3APair32mbEDO-DRAMdimms.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Intel
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=List_of_Intel_chipsets%23Pentium_chipsets
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Hewlett-Packard
http://www.tomshardware.com/1998/10/24/ram_guide/page7.html
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Multibank DRAM (MDRAM)
Multibank DRAM applies the interleaving technique for main memory to second-level cache memory to provide a
cheaper and faster alternative to SRAM. The chip splits its memory capacity into small blocks of 256 kB and allows
operations to two different banks in a single clock cycle.
This memory was primarily used in graphic cards with Tseng Labs ET6x00 chipsets, and was made by MoSys.
Boards based upon this chipset often used the unusual RAM size configuration of 2.25 MB, owing to MDRAM's
ability to be implemented in various sizes more easily. This size of 2.25 MB allowed 24-bit color at a resolution of
1024×768, a very popular display setting in the card's time.

Synchronous graphics RAM (SGRAM)

MoSys SGRAM

SGRAM is a specialized form of SDRAM for graphics adaptors. It
adds functions such as bit masking (writing to a specified bit plane
without affecting the others) and block write (filling a block of
memory with a single colour). Unlike VRAM and WRAM, SGRAM is
single-ported. However, it can open two memory pages at once, which
simulates the dual-port nature of other VRAM technologies.

Synchronous dynamic RAM (SDRAM)

SDRAM significantly revises the asynchronous memory interface,
adding a clock (and a clock enable) line. All other signals are received
on the rising edge of the clock.
The /RAS and /CAS inputs no longer act as strobes, but are instead, along with /WE, part of a 3-bit command:

SDRAM Command summary

/CS /RAS /CAS /WE Address Command

H x x x x Command inhibit (No operation)

L H H H x No operation

L H H L x Burst Terminate: stop a read or write burst in progress

L H L H column Read from currently active row

L H L L column Write to currently active row

L L H H row Activate a row for read and write

L L H L x Precharge (deactivate) the current row

L L L H x Auto refresh: Refresh one row of each bank, using an internal counter

L L L L mode Load mode register: Address bus specifies DRAM operation mode.

The /OE line's function is extended to a per-byte "DQM" signal, which controls data input (writes) in addition to data
output (reads). This allows DRAM chips to be wider than 8 bits while still supporting byte-granularity writes.
Many timing parameters remain under the control of the DRAM controller. For example, a minimum time must
elapse between a row being activated and a read or write command. One important parameter must be programmed
into the SDRAM chip itself, namely the CAS latency. This is the number of clock cycles allowed for internal
operations between a read command and the first data word appearing on the data bus. The "Load mode register"
command is used to transfer this value to the SDRAM chip. Other configurable parameters include the length of read
and write bursts, i.e. the number of words transferred per read or write command.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Interleaving
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Memory_%28computers%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Cache_memory
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Static_Random_Access_Memory
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Tseng_Labs
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MoSys
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3AMoSYS_SGRAM.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Bit_mask
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=CAS_latency
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The most significant change, and the primary reason that SDRAM has supplanted asynchronous RAM, is the support
for multiple internal banks inside the DRAM chip. Using a few bits of "bank address" which accompany each
command, a second bank can be activated and begin reading data while a read from the first bank is in progress. By
alternating banks, an SDRAM device can keep the data bus continuously busy, in a way that asynchronous DRAM
cannot.

Single data rate (SDR)

Single data rate SDRAM (sometimes known as SDR) is a synchronous form of DRAM.

Double data rate (DDR)

Double data rate SDRAM (DDR) was a later development of SDRAM, used in PC memory beginning in 2000.
Subsequent versions are numbered sequentially (DDR2, DDR3, etc.). DDR SDRAM internally performs
double-width accesses at the clock rate, and uses a double data rate interface to transfer one half on each clock edge.
DDR2 and DDR3 increased this factor to 4× and 8×, respectively, delivering 4-word and 8-word bursts over 2 and 4
clock cycles, respectively. The internal access rate is mostly unchanged (200 million per second for DDR-400,
DDR2-800 and DDR3-1600 memory), but each access transfers more data.

Direct Rambus DRAM (DRDRAM)
Direct RAMBUS DRAM (DRDRAM) was developed by Rambus.

Pseudostatic RAM (PSRAM)
PSRAM or PSDRAM is dynamic RAM with built-in refresh and address-control circuitry to make it behave
similarly to static RAM (SRAM). It combines the high density of DRAM with the ease of use of true SRAM.
PSRAM (made by Numonyx) is used in the Apple iPhone and other embedded systems as XFlar Platform.[18]

Some DRAM components have a "self-refresh mode". While this involves much of the same logic that is needed for
pseudo-static operation, this mode is often equivalent to a standby mode. It is provided primarily to allow a system to
suspend operation of its DRAM controller to save power without losing data stored in DRAM, not to allow operation
without a separate DRAM controller as is the case with PSRAM.
An embedded variant of PSRAM is sold by MoSys under the name 1T-SRAM. It is technically DRAM, but behaves
much like SRAM. It is used in Nintendo Gamecube and Wii consoles.

Reduced Latency DRAM (RLDRAM)
Reduced Latency DRAM is a high performance double data rate (DDR) SDRAM that combines fast, random
access with high bandwidth, mainly intended for networking and caching applications.

1T DRAM
Unlike all of the other variants described in this section of this article, 1T DRAM is a different way of constructing
the basic DRAM bit cell. 1T DRAM is a "capacitorless" bit cell design that stores data in the parasitic body capacitor
that is an inherent part of silicon on insulator (SOI) transistors. Considered a nuisance in logic design, this floating
body effect can be used for data storage. Although refresh is still required, reads are non-destructive; the stored
charge causes a detectable shift in the threshold voltage of the transistor.[19]

There are several types of 1T DRAM memories: the commercialized Z-RAM from Innovative Silicon, the TTRAM
from Renesas and the A-RAM from the UGR/CNRS consortium.
The classic one-transistor/one-capacitor (1T/1C) DRAM cell is also sometimes referred to as "1T DRAM",
particularly in comparison to 3T and 4T DRAM which it replaced in the 1970s.
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Security
Although dynamic memory is only specified and guaranteed to retain its contents when supplied with power and
refreshed every 64 ms, the memory cell capacitors often retain their values for significantly longer, particularly at
low temperatures.[20] Under some conditions most of the data in DRAM can be recovered even if it has not been
refreshed for several minutes.[21]

This property can be used to circumvent security and recover data stored in memory and assumed to be destroyed at
power-down by quickly rebooting the computer and dumping the contents of the RAM, or by cooling the chips and
transferring them to a different computer. Such an attack was demonstrated to circumvent popular disk encryption
systems, such as the open source TrueCrypt, Microsoft's BitLocker Drive Encryption, and Apple's FileVault.[20] This
type of attack against a computer is often called a cold boot attack.
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Synchronous dynamic random-access memory
Synchronous dynamic random access memory (SDRAM) is dynamic random access memory (DRAM) that is
synchronized with the system bus. Classic DRAM has an asynchronous interface, which means that it responds as
quickly as possible to changes in control inputs. SDRAM has a synchronous interface, meaning that it waits for a
clock signal before responding to control inputs and is therefore synchronized with the computer's system bus. The
clock is used to drive an internal finite state machine that pipelines incoming commands. The data storage area is
divided into several banks, allowing the chip to work on several memory access commands at a time, interleaved
among the separate banks. This allows higher data access rates than an asynchronous DRAM.
Pipelining means that the chip can accept a new command before it has finished processing the previous one. In a
pipelined write, the write command can be immediately followed by another command, without waiting for the data
to be written to the memory array. In a pipelined read, the requested data appears after a fixed number of clock
cycles after the read command (latency), clock cycles during which additional commands can be sent. (This delay is
called the latency and is an important performance parameter to consider when purchasing SDRAM for a computer.)
SDRAM is widely used in computers; from the original SDRAM, further generations of DDR (or DDR1) and then
DDR2 and DDR3 have entered the mass market, with DDR4 currently being designed and anticipated to be available
in 2013.

SDRAM history

Eight SDRAM ICs on a PC100 DIMM package.

Although the concept of synchronous DRAM has been known since at
least the 1970s and was used with early Intel processors, it was only in
1993 that SDRAM began its path to universal acceptance in the
electronics industry. In 1993, Samsung introduced its KM48SL2000
synchronous DRAM, and by 2000, SDRAM had replaced virtually all
other types of DRAM in modern computers, because of its greater
performance.

SDRAM latency is not inherently lower (faster) than asynchronous DRAM. Indeed, early SDRAM was somewhat
slower than contemporaneous burst EDO DRAM due to the additional logic. The benefits of SDRAM's internal
buffering come from its ability to interleave operations to multiple banks of memory, thereby increasing effective
bandwidth.

Today, virtually all SDRAM is manufactured in compliance with standards established by JEDEC, an electronics
industry association that adopts open standards to facilitate interoperability of electronic components. JEDEC
formally adopted its first SDRAM standard in 1993 and subsequently adopted other SDRAM standards, including
those for DDR, DDR2 and DDR3 SDRAM.
SDRAM is also available in registered varieties, for systems that require greater scalability such as servers and
workstations.
As of 2007, 168-pin SDRAM DIMMs are not used in new PC systems, and 184-pin DDR memory has been mostly
superseded. DDR2 SDRAM is the most common type used with new PCs, and DDR3 motherboards and memory are
widely available, and less expensive than still-popular DDR2 products.
Today, the world's largest manufacturers of SDRAM include: Samsung Electronics, Panasonic, Micron Technology,
and Hynix.
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SDRAM timing
There are several limits on DRAM performance. Most noted is the read cycle time, the time between successive read
operations to an open row. This time decreased from 10 ns for 100 MHz SDRAM to 5 ns for DDR-400, but has
remained relatively unchanged through DDR2-800 and DDR3-1600 generations. However, by operating the
interface circuitry at increasingly higher multiples of the fundamental read rate, the achievable bandwidth has
increased rapidly.
Another limit is the CAS latency, the time between supplying a column address and receiving the corresponding
data. Again, this has remained relatively constant at 10–15 ns through the last few generations of DDR SDRAM.
In operation, CAS latency is a specific number of clock cycles programmed into the SDRAM's mode register and
expected by the DRAM controller. Any value may be programmed, but the SDRAM will not operate correctly if it is
too low. At higher clock rates, the useful CAS latency in clock cycles naturally increases. 10–15 ns is 2–3 cycles
(CL2–3) of the 200 MHz clock of DDR-400 SDRAM, CL4-6 for DDR2-800, and CL8-12 for DDR3-1600. Slower
clock cycles will naturally allow lower numbers of CAS latency cycles.
SDRAM modules have their own timing specifications, which may be slower than those of the chips on the module.
When 100 MHz SDRAM chips first appeared, some manufacturers sold "100 MHz" modules that could not reliably
operate at that clock rate. In response, Intel published the PC100 standard, which outlines requirements and
guidelines for producing a memory module that can operate reliably at 100 MHz. This standard was widely
influential, and the term "PC100" quickly became a common identifier for 100 MHz SDRAM modules, and modules
are now commonly designated with "PC"-prefixed numbers (PC66, PC100 or PC133 - although the actual meaning
of the numbers has changed).

SDR SDRAM

64 MB sound memory of Sound Blaster X-Fi
Fatal1ty Pro uses two Micron 48LC32M8A2-75
C SDRAM chips working at 133 MHz (7.5 ns)

8-bit wide[1]

Originally simply known as SDRAM, single data rate SDRAM can
accept one command and transfer one word of data per clock cycle.
Typical clock frequencies are 100 and 133 MHz. Chips are made with
a variety of data bus sizes (most commonly 4, 8 or 16 bits), but chips
are generally assembled into 168-pin DIMMs that read or write 64
(non-ECC) or 72 (ECC) bits at a time.

Use of the data bus is intricate and thus requires a complex DRAM
controller circuit. This is because data written to the DRAM must be
presented in the same cycle as the write command, but reads produce
output 2 or 3 cycles after the read command. The DRAM controller
must ensure that the data bus is never required for a read and a write at
the same time.
Typical SDR SDRAM clock rates are 66, 100, and 133 MHz (periods
of 15, 10, and 7.5 ns). Clock rates up to 150 MHz were available for performance enthusiasts.
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SDRAM control signals
All commands are timed relative to the rising edge of a clock signal. In addition to the clock, there are 6 control
signals, mostly active low, which are sampled on the rising edge of the clock:
• CKE Clock Enable. When this signal is low, the chip behaves as if the clock has stopped. No commands are

interpreted and command latency times do not elapse. The state of other control lines is not relevant. The effect of
this signal is actually delayed by one clock cycle. That is, the current clock cycle proceeds as usual, but the
following clock cycle is ignored, except for testing the CKE input again. Normal operations resume on the rising
edge of the clock after the one where CKE is sampled high.
Put another way, all other chip operations are timed relative to the rising edge of a masked clock. The masked
clock is the logical AND of the input clock and the state of the CKE signal during the previous rising edge of the
input clock.

• /CS Chip Select. When this signal is high, the chip ignores all other inputs (except for CKE), and acts as if a NOP
command is received.

• DQM Data Mask. (The letter Q appears because, following digital logic conventions, the data lines are known as
"DQ" lines.) When high, these signals suppress data I/O. When accompanying write data, the data is not actually
written to the DRAM. When asserted high two cycles before a read cycle, the read data is not output from the
chip. There is one DQM line per 8 bits on a x16 memory chip or DIMM.

Command signals

• /RAS Row Address Strobe. Despite the name, this is not a strobe, but rather simply a command bit. Along with
/CAS and /WE, this selects one of 8 commands.

• /CAS Column Address Strobe. Despite the name, this is not a strobe, but rather simply a command bit. Along
with /RAS and /WE, this selects one of 8 commands.

• /WE Write enable. Along with /RAS and /CAS, this selects one of 8 commands. This generally distinguishes
read-like commands from write-like commands.

Bank Selection (BAn)

SDRAM devices are internally divided into either 2, 4 or 8 independent internal data banks. One to three Bank
Address inputs (BA0, BA1 and BA2) are used to select which bank a command is directed toward.

Addressing (A10/An)

Many commands also use an address presented on the address input pins. Some commands, which either do not use
an address, or present a column address, also use A10 to select variants.

Commands

The various DDRx SDRAM standards use essentially the same commands, with minor additions. The selection
between additional mode registers (called Extended Mode registers) as added by later standards are distinguished
using the Bank Address bits.
The commands are defined as follows:

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Logic_level
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/CS /RAS /CAS /WE BAn A10 An Command

H x x x x x x Command inhibit (No operation)

L H H H x x x No operation

L H H L x x x Burst Terminate: stop a burst read or burst write in progress.

L H L H bank L column Read: Read a burst of data from the currently active row.

L H L H bank H column Read with auto precharge: As above, and precharge (close row) when done.

L H L L bank L column Write: Write a burst of data to the currently active row.

L H L L bank H column Write with auto precharge: As above, and precharge (close row) when done.

L L H H bank row Active (activate): open a row for Read and Write commands.

L L H L bank L x Precharge: Deactivate (close) the current row of selected bank.

L L H L x H x Precharge all: Deactivate (close) the current row of all banks.

L L L H x x x Auto refresh: Refresh one row of each bank, using an internal counter. All banks must be
precharged.

L L L L 0 0 mode Load mode register: A0 through A9 are loaded to configure the DRAM chip.
The most significant settings are CAS latency (2 or 3 cycles) and burst length (1, 2, 4 or 8 cycles)

SDRAM construction and operation
A 512 MB SDRAM DIMM (which contains 512 MiB (mebibytes) = 512 × 220 bytes = 536,870,912 bytes exactly),
might be made of 8 or 9 SDRAM chips, each containing 512 Mbit of storage, and each one contributing 8 bits to the
DIMM's 64- or 72-bit width. A typical 512 Mbit SDRAM chip internally contains 4 independent 16 MB (MiB)
memory banks. Each bank is an array of 8,192 rows of 16,384 bits each. A bank is either idle, active, or changing
from one to the other.
The Active command activates an idle bank. It presents a 2-bit bank address (BA0 BA1) and a 13-bit row address
(A0 A12), and causes a read of that row into the bank's array of all 16,384 column sense amplifiers. This is also
known as "opening" the row. This operation has the side effect of refreshing the dynamic (capacitive) memory
storage cells of that row.
Once the row has been activated or "opened", Read and Write commands are possible to that row. Activation
requires a minimum amount of time, called the row-to-column delay, or tRCD before reads or writes to it may occur.
This time, rounded up to the next multiple of the clock period, specifies the minimum number of wait cycles between
an Active command, and a Read or Write command. During these wait cycles, additional commands may be sent to
other banks; because each bank operates completely independently.
Both Read and Write commands require a column address. Because each chip accesses 8 bits of data at a time, there
are 2048 possible column addresses thus requiring only 11 address lines (A0 A9, A11).
When a Read command is issued, the SDRAM will produce the corresponding output data on the DQ lines in time
for the rising edge of the clock 2 or 3 clock cycles later (depending on the configured CAS latency). Subsequent
words of the burst will be produced in time for subsequent rising clock edges.
A Write command is accompanied by the data to be written driven on to the DQ lines during the same rising clock
edge. It is the duty of the memory controller to ensure that the SDRAM is not driving read data on to the DQ lines at
the same time that it needs to drive write data on to those lines. This can be done by waiting until a read burst has
finished, by terminating a read burst, or by using the DQM control line.
When the memory controller needs to access a different row, it must first return that bank's sense amplifiers to an 
idle state, ready to sense the next row. This is known as a "precharge" operation, or "closing" the row. A precharge 
may be commanded explicitly, or it may be performed automatically at the conclusion of a read or write operation.
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Again, there is a minimum time, the row precharge delay, tRP, which must elapse before that bank is fully idle and it
may receive another activate command.
Although refreshing a row is an automatic side effect of activating it, there is a minimum time for this to happen,
which requires a minimum row access time tRAS delay between an Active command opening a row, and the
corresponding precharge command closing it. This limit is usually dwarfed by desired read and write commands to
the row, so its value has little effect on typical performance.

Command interactions
The no operation command is always permitted.
The load mode register command requires that all banks be idle, and a delay afterward for the changes to take effect.
The auto refresh command also requires that all banks be idle, and takes a refresh cycle time tRFC to return the chip
to the idle state. (This time is usually equal to tRCD+tRP.)
The only other command that is permitted on an idle bank is the active command. This takes, as mentioned above,
tRCD before the row is fully open and can accept read and write commands.
When a bank is open, there are four commands permitted: read, write, burst terminate, and precharge. Read and write
commands begin bursts, which can be interrupted by following commands.

Interrupting a read burst

A read, burst terminate, or precharge command may be issued at any time after a read command, and will interrupt
the read burst after the configured CAS latency. So if a read command is issued on cycle 0, another read command is
issued on cycle 2, and the CAS latency is 3, then the first read command will begin bursting data out during cycles 3
and 4, then the results from the second read command will appear beginning with cycle 5.
If the command issued on cycle 2 were burst terminate, or a precharge of the active bank, then no output would be
generated during cycle 5.
Although the interrupting read may be to any active bank, a precharge command will only interrupt the read burst if
it is to the same bank or all banks; a precharge command to a different bank will not interrupt a read burst.
To interrupt a read burst by a write command is possible, but more difficult. It can be done, if the DQM signal is
used to suppress output from the SDRAM so that the memory controller may drive data over the DQ lines to the
SDRAM in time for the write operation. Because the effects of DQM on read data are delayed by 2 cycles, but the
effects of DQM on write data are immediate, DQM must be raised (to mask the read data) beginning at least two
cycles before write command, but must be lowered for the cycle of the write command (assuming you want the write
command to have an effect).
Doing this in only two clock cycles requires careful coordination between the time the SDRAM takes to turn off its
output on a clock edge and the time the data must be supplied as input to the SDRAM for the write on the following
clock edge. If the clock frequency is too high to allow sufficient time, three cycles may be required.
If the read command includes auto-precharge, the precharge begins the same cycle as the interrupting command.
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SDRAM burst ordering
A modern microprocessor with a cache will generally access memory in units of cache lines. To transfer a 64-byte
cache line requires 8 consecutive accesses to a 64-bit DIMM, which can all be triggered by a single read or write
command by configuring the SDRAM chips, using the mode register, to perform 8-word bursts.
A cache line fetch is typically triggered by a read from a particular address, and SDRAM allows the "critical word"
of the cache line to be transferred first. ("Word" here refers to the width of the SDRAM chip or DIMM, which is 64
bits for a typical DIMM.) SDRAM chips support two possible conventions for the ordering of the remaining words
in the cache line.
Bursts always access an aligned block of BL consecutive words beginning on a multiple of BL. So, for example, a
4-word burst access to any column address from 4 to 7 will return words 4 7. The ordering, however, depends on the
requested address, and the configured burst type option: sequential or interleaved. Typically, a memory controller
will require one or the other.
When the burst length is 1 or 2, the burst type does not matter. For a burst length of 1, the requested word is the only
word accessed. For a burst length of 2, the requested word is accessed first, and the other word in the aligned block is
accessed second. This is the following word if an even address was specified, and the previous word if an odd
address was specified.
For the sequential burst mode, later words are accessed in increasing address order, wrapping back to the start of the
block when the end is reached. So, for example, for a burst length of 4, and a requested column address of 5, the
words would be accessed in the order 5-6-7-4. If the burst length were 8, the access order would be 5-6-7-0-1-2-3-4.
This is done by adding a counter to the column address, and ignoring carries past the burst length.
The interleaved burst mode computes the address using an exclusive or operation between the counter and the
address. Using the same starting address of 5, a 4-word burst would return words in the order 5-4-7-6. An 8-word
burst would be 5-4-7-6-1-0-3-2. Although more confusing to humans, this can be easier to implement in hardware,
and is preferred by Intel microprocessors.
If the requested column address is at the start of a block, both burst modes return data in the same sequential
sequence 0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7. The difference only matters if fetching a cache line from memory in critical-word-first
order.

SDRAM mode register
Single data rate SDRAM has a single 10-bit programmable mode register. Later double-data-rate SDRAM standards
add additional mode registers, addressed using the bank address pins. For SDR SDRAM, the bank address pins and
address lines A10 and above are ignored, but should be zero during a mode register write.
The bits are M9 through M0, presented on address lines A9 through A0 during a load mode register cycle.
1.1. M9: Write burst mode. If 0, writes use the read burst length and mode. If 1, all writes are non-burst (single

location).
2.2. M8, M7: Operating mode. Reserved, and must be 00.
3.3. M6, M5, M4: CAS latency. Generally only 010 (CL2) and 011 (CL3) are legal. Specifies the number of cycles

between a read command and data output from the chip. The chip has a fundamental limit on this value in
nanoseconds; during initialization, the memory controller must use its knowledge of the clock frequency to
translate that limit into cycles.

4.4. M3: Burst type. 0 - requests sequential burst ordering, while 1 requests interleaved burst ordering.
5.5. M2, M1, M0: Burst length. Values of 000, 001, 010 and 011 specify a burst size of 1, 2, 4 or 8 words,

respectively. Each read (and write, if M9 is 0) will perform that many accesses, unless interrupted by a burst stop
or other command. A value of 111 specifies a full-row burst. The burst will continue until interrupted. Full-row
bursts are only permitted with the sequential burst type.
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Later (double data rate) SDRAM standards use more mode register bits, and provide additional mode registers called
Extended Mode registers. The register number is encoded on the bank address pins during the Load Mode Register
command. For example, DDR2 SDRAM has a 13-bit Mode Register, a 13-bit Extended Mode Register #1 (EMR1),
and a 5-bit Extended Mode Register #2 (EMR2).

Auto refresh
It is possible to refresh a RAM chip by opening and closing (activating and precharging) each row in each bank.
However, to simplify the memory controller, SDRAM chips support an "auto refresh" command, which performs
these operations to one row in each bank simultaneously. The SDRAM also maintains an internal counter, which
iterates over all possible rows. The memory controller must simply issue a sufficient number of auto refresh
commands (one per row, 4096 in the example we have been using) every refresh interval (tREF = 64 ms is a common
value). All banks must be idle (closed, precharged) when this command is issued.

Low power modes
As mentioned, the clock enable (CKE) input can be used to effectively stop the clock to an SDRAM. The CKE input
is sampled each rising edge of the clock, and if it is low, the following rising edge of the clock is ignored for all
purposes other than checking CKE. As long as CKE is low, it is permissible to change the clock rate, or even stop
the clock entirely.
If CKE is lowered while the SDRAM is performing operations, it simply "freezes" in place until CKE is raised
again.
If the SDRAM is idle (all banks precharged, no commands in progress) when CKE is lowered, the SDRAM
automatically enters power-down mode, consuming minimal power until CKE is raised again. This must not last
longer than the maximum refresh interval tREF, or memory contents may be lost. It is legal to stop the clock entirely
during this time for additional power savings.
Finally, if CKE is lowered at the same time as an auto-refresh command is sent to the SDRAM, the SDRAM enters
self-refresh mode. This is like power down, but the SDRAM uses an on-chip timer to generate internal refresh cycles
as necessary. The clock may be stopped during this time. While self-refresh mode consumes slightly more power
than power-down mode, it allows the memory controller to be disabled entirely, which commonly more than makes
up the difference.
SDRAM designed for battery-powered devices offers some additional power-saving options. One is
temperature-dependent refresh; an on-chip temperature sensor reduces the refresh rate at lower temperatures, rather
than always running it at the worst-case rate. Another is selective refresh, which limits self-refresh to a portion of the
DRAM array. The fraction which is refreshed is configured using an extended mode register. The third, implemented
in Mobile DDR (LPDDR) and LPDDR2 is "deep power down" mode, which invalidates the memory and requires a
full reinitialization to exit from. This is activated by sending a "burst terminate" command while lowering CKE.
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Generations of SDRAM

SDR SDRAM (Single Data Rate synchronous DRAM)
This type of SDRAM is slower than the DDR variants, because only one word of data is transmitted per clock cycle
(single data rate). But this type is also faster than its predecessors EDO-RAM and FPM-RAM which took typically 2
or 3 clocks to transfer one word of data.

DDR(1) SDRAM
While the access latency of DRAM is fundamentally limited by the DRAM array, DRAM has very high potential
bandwidth because each internal read is actually a row of many thousands of bits. To make more of this bandwidth
available to users, a double data rate interface was developed. This uses the same commands, accepted once per
cycle, but reads or writes two words of data per clock cycle. The DDR interface accomplishes this by reading and
writing data on both the rising and falling edges of the clock signal. In addition, some minor changes to the SDR
interface timing were made in hindsight, and the supply voltage was reduced from 3.3 to 2.5 V. As a result, DDR
SDRAM is not backwards compatible with SDR SDRAM.
DDR SDRAM (sometimes called DDR1 for greater clarity) doubles the minimum read or write unit; every access
refers to at least two consecutive words.
Typical DDR SDRAM clock rates are 133, 166 and 200 MHz (7.5, 6, and 5 ns/cycle), generally described as
DDR-266, DDR-333 and DDR-400 (3.75, 3, and 2.5 ns per beat). Corresponding 184-pin DIMMs are known as
PC-2100, PC-2700 and PC-3200. Performance up to DDR-550 (PC-4400) is available for a price.

DDR2 SDRAM
DDR2 SDRAM is very similar to DDR SDRAM, but doubles the minimum read or write unit again, to 4 consecutive
words. The bus protocol was also simplified to allow higher performance operation. (In particular, the "burst
terminate" command is deleted.) This allows the bus rate of the SDRAM to be doubled without increasing the clock
rate of internal RAM operations; instead, internal operations are performed in units 4 times as wide as SDRAM.
Also, an extra bank address pin (BA2) was added to allow 8 banks on large RAM chips.
Typical DDR2 SDRAM clock rates are 200, 266, 333 or 400 MHz (periods of 5, 3.75, 3 and 2.5 ns), generally
described as DDR2-400, DDR2-533, DDR2-667 and DDR2-800 (periods of 2.5, 1.875, 1.5 and 1.25 ns).
Corresponding 240-pin DIMMS are known as PC2-3200 through PC2-6400. DDR2 SDRAM is now available at a
clock rate of 533 MHz generally described as DDR2-1066 and the corresponding DIMMs are known as PC2-8500
(also named PC2-8600 depending on the manufacturer). Performance up to DDR2-1250 (PC2-10000) is available for
a price.
Note that because internal operations are at 1/2 the clock rate, DDR2-400 memory (internal clock rate 100 MHz) has
somewhat higher latency than DDR-400 (internal clock rate 200 MHz).
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DDR3 SDRAM
DDR3 continues the trend, doubling the minimum read or write unit to 8 consecutive words. This allows another
doubling of bandwidth and external bus rate without having to change the clock rate of internal operations, just the
width. To maintain 800–1600 M transfers/s (both edges of a 400–800 MHz clock), the internal RAM array has to
perform 100–200 M fetches per second.
Again, with every doubling, the downside is the increased latency. As with all DDR SDRAM generations,
commands are still restricted to one clock edge and command latencies are given in terms of clock cycles, which are
half the speed of the usually quoted transfer rate (a CAS latency of 8 with DDR3-800 is 8/(400 MHz) = 20 ns,
exactly the same latency of CAS2 on PC100 SDR SDRAM).
DDR3 memory chips are being made commercially,[2] and computer systems using them were available from the
second half of 2007,[3] with significant usage from 2008 onwards.[4] Initial clock rates were 400 and 533 MHz,
which are described as DDR3-800 and DDR3-1066 (PC3-6400 and PC3-8500 modules), but 667 and 800 MHz,
described as DDR3-1333 and DDR3-1600 (PC3-10600 and PC3-12800 modules) are now common.[5] Performance
up to DDR3-2800 (PC3 22400 modules) are available for a price.[6]

DDR4 SDRAM
DDR4 SDRAM is the successor to DDR3 SDRAM. It was revealed at the Intel Developer Forum in San Francisco
in 2008, and is due to be released to market during 2011. The timing has varied considerably during its development
- it was originally expected to be released in 2012,[7] and later (during 2010) expected to be released in 2015,[8]

before samples were announced in early 2011 and manufacturers began to announce that commercial production and
release to market was anticipated in 2012. DDR4 is expected to reach mass market adoption around 2015, which is
comparable with the approximately 5 years taken for DDR3 to achieve mass market transition over DDR2.
The new chips are expected to run at 1.2 V or less,[9][10] versus the 1.5 V of DDR3 chips, and have in excess of 2
billion data transfers per second. They are expected to be introduced at frequency rates of 2133 MHz, estimated to
rise to a potential 4266 MHz[11] and lowered voltage of 1.05 V[12] by 2013.
DDR4 will not double the internal prefetch width again, but will use the same 8n prefetch as DDR3.[13] Thus, it will
be necessary to interleave reads from several banks to keep the data bus busy.
In February 2009, Samsung validated 40 nm DRAM chips, considered a "significant step" towards DDR4
development[14] since as of 2009, current DRAM chips were only beginning to migrate to a 50 nm process.[15] In
January 2011, Samsung announced the completion and release for testing of a 30 nm 2 GB DDR4 DRAM module. It
has a maximum bandwidth of 2.13 Gbit/s at 1.2 V, uses pseudo open drain technology and draws 40% less power
than an equivalent DDR3 module.[16][17]

Feature map
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Type Feature changes

SDRAM Vcc = 3.3 V
Signal: LVTTL

DDR1 Access is ≥2 words
Double clocked
Vcc = 2.5 V
2.5 - 7.5 ns per cycle
Signal: SSTL_2 (2.5V)[18]

DDR2 Access is ≥4 words
"Burst terminate" removed
4 units used in parallel
1.25 - 5 ns per cycle
Internal operations are at 1/2 the clock rate.
Signal: SSTL_18 (1.8V)[18]

DDR3 Access is ≥8 words
Signal: SSTL_15 (1.5V)[18]

Much longer CAS latencies

DDR4 Vcc ≤ 1.2 V point-to-point (single module per channel)

Failed successors
In addition to DDR, there were several other proposed memory technologies to succeed SDR SDRAM.

Rambus DRAM (RDRAM)
RDRAM was a proprietary technology that competed against DDR. Its relatively high price and disappointing
performance (resulting from high latencies and a narrow 16-bit data channel versus DDR's 64 bit channel) caused it
to lose the race to succeed SDR DRAM.

Synchronous-Link DRAM (SLDRAM)
SLDRAM boasted higher performance and competed against RDRAM. It was developed during the late 1990s by
the SLDRAM Consortium, which consisted of about 20 major computer industry manufacturers. It is an open
standard and does not require licensing fees. The specifications called for a 64-bit bus running at a 200, 300 or
400 MHz clock frequency. This is achieved by all signals being on the same line and thereby avoiding the
synchronization time of multiple lines. Like DDR SDRAM, SLDRAM uses a double-pumped bus, giving it an
effective speed of 400,[19] 600,[20] or 800 MT/s.
SLDRAM used an 11-bit command bus (10 command bits CA9:0 plus one start-of-command FLAG line) to transmit
40-bit command packets on 4 consecutive edges of a differential command clock (CCLK/CCLK#). Unlike SDRAM,
there were no per-chip select signals; each chip was assigned an ID when reset, and the command contained the ID
of the chip that should process it. Data was transferred in 4- or 8-word bursts across an 18-bit (per chip) data bus,
using one of two differential data clocks (DCLK0/DCLK0# and DCLK1/DCLK1#). Unlike standard SDRAM, the
clock was generated by the data source (the SLDRAM chip in the case of a read operation) and transmitted in the
same direction as the data, greatly reducing data skew. To avoid the need for a pause when the source of the DCLK
changes, each command specified which DCLK pair it would use.[21]

The basic read/write command consisted of (beginning with CA9 of the first word):
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SLDRAM Read, write or row op request packet

FLAG CA9 CA8 CA7 CA6 CA5 CA4 CA3 CA2 CA1 CA0

1 ID8 Device ID ID0 CMD5

0 Command code CMD0 Bank Row

0 Row (continued) 0

0 0 0 0 Column

•• 9 bits of device ID
•• 6 bits of command
•• 3 bits of bank address
•• 10 or 11 bits of row address
•• 5 or 4 bits spare for row or column expansion
•• 7 bits of column address
Individual devices had 8-bit IDs. The 9th bit of the ID sent in commands was used to address multiple devices. Any
aligned power-of-2 sized group could be addressed. If the transmitted msbit was set, all least-significant bits up to
and including the least-significant 0 bit of the transmitted address were ignored for "is this addressed to me?"
purposes. (If the ID8 bit is actually considered less significant than ID0, the unicast address matching becomes a
special case of this pattern.)
A read/write command had the msbit clear:
•• CMD5=0
•• CMD4=1 to open (activate) the specified row; CMD4=0 to use the currently open row
•• CMD3=1 to transfer an 8-word burst; CMD3=0 for a 4-word burst
•• CMD2=1 for a write, CMD2=0 for a read
•• CMD1=1 to close the row after this access; CMD1=0 to leave it open
•• CMD0 selects the DCLK pair to use (DCLK1 or DCLK0)
A notable omission from the specification was per-byte write enables; it was designed for systems with caches and
ECC memory, which always write in multiples of a cache line.
Additional commands (with CMD5 set) opened and closed rows without a data transfer, performed refresh
operations, read or wrote configuration registers, and performed other maintenance operations. Most of these
commands supported an additional 4-bit sub-ID (sent as 5 bits, using the same multiple-destination encoding as the
primary ID) which could be used to distinguish devices that were assigned the same primary ID because they were
connected in parallel and always read/written at the same time.
There were a number of 8-bit control registers and 32-bit status registers to control various device timing parameters.

Virtual Channel Memory (VCM) SDRAM
VCM was a proprietary type of SDRAM that was designed by NEC, but released as an open standard with no
licensing fees. It is pin-compatible with standard SDRAM, but the commands are different.
The technology was a potential competitor of RDRAM because VCM was not nearly as expensive as RDRAM was.
A Virtual Channel Memory (VCM) module is mechanically and electrically compatible with standard SDRAM, so
support for both is possible if only the memory controller is capable of it. In the late 1990s, a number of PC
northbridge chipsets (such as the popular VIA KX133 and KT133) included VCSDRAM support.
VCM inserts an SRAM cache of 16 "channel" buffers, each 1/4 row "segment" in size, between DRAM banks' sense
amplifier rows and the data I/O pins. "Prefetch" and "Restore" command, unique to VCSDRAM, copy data between
the DRAM's sense amplifier row and the channel buffers, while the equivalent of SDRAM's Read and Write
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commands specify a channel number to access.
Reads and writes may thus be performed independent of the currently active state of the DRAM array, with the
equivalent of 4 full DRAM rows being "open" for access at a time. This is an improvement over the 2 open rows
possible in a standard 2-bank SDRAM. (There is actually a 17th "dummy channel" used for some operations.)
To read from VCSDRAM, after the Active command, a "Prefetch" command is required to copy data from the sense
amplifier array to the channel SDRAM. This command specifies a bank, 2 bits of column address (to select the
segment of the row), and 4 bits of channel number. Once this is performed, the DRAM array may be precharged
while read commands to the channel buffer continue.
To write, first the data is written to a channel buffer (typically previous initialized using a Prefetch command), then a
Restore command, with the same parameters as the Prefetch command, copies a segment of data from the channel to
the sense amplifier array.
Unlike a normal SDRAM write, which must be performed to an active (open) row, the VCSDRAM bank must be
precharged (closed) when the Restore command is issued. An Active command immediately after the Restore
command specifies the DRAM row completes the write to the DRAM array.
There is, in addition, a 17th "dummy channel" which allows writes to the currently open row. It may not be Read
from, but may be Prefetched to, Written to, and Restored to the sense amplifier array.[22][23]

Although normally a segment is Restored to the same memory address as it was Prefetched from, the channel buffers
may also be used for very efficient copying or clearing of large, aligned memory blocks.
(The use of quarter-row segments is driven by the fact that DRAM cells are narrower than SRAM cells. The SRAM
bits are designed to be 4 DRAM bits wide, and are conveniently connected to one of the 4 DRAM bits they straddle.)
Additional commands prefetch a pair of segments to a pair of channels, and an optional command combines
prefetch, read, and precharge to reduce the overhead of random reads.

Virtual Channel SDRAM commands[24]

/CS /RAS /CAS /WE BA A12–11 A10 A9 A8 A7 A6 A5 A4–2 A1–0 Command

H x x x x x x x x x x x x x Command inhibit (No operation)

L H H H x x x x x x x x x x No operation

L H H L bank channel AP channel L L L x segment Prefetch (auto-precharge if AP=H)

L H H L bank x x x L L H x segment Prefetch to dummy

L H H L bank channel AP channel L H x x segment Pair prefetch (auto-precharge if AP=H)

L H H L bank channel AP channel H L x x segment Restore (auto-precharge if AP=H)

L H H L bank x L x H H x x x Precharge bank

L H H L x x H x H H x x x Precharge all banks

L H L H x channel x channel column Read channel

L H L L L channel x channel column Write channel

L H L L H x x x AR column Write dummy channel (auto-restore if AR=H)

L L H H bank row Bank activate

L L H L seg channel seg channel column Prefetch read with auto-precharge (optional)

L L L H x x x x x x x x x x Auto refresh

L L L H reg mode register data Mode register set
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The above are the JEDEC-standardized commands. Earlier chips did not support the dummy channel or pair
prefetch, and used a different encoding for precharge.
A 13-bit address bus, as illustrated here, is suitable for a device up to 128 Mbit. It would have two banks, each
containing 8192 rows and 8192 columns. Thus, row addresses are 13 bits, segment addresses are 2 bits, and 8
column address bits are required to select one byte from the 2048 bits (256 bytes) in a segment.
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DDR SDRAM

Generic DDR-266 memory in the 184-pin DIMM
form

Corsair DDR-400 memory with heat spreaders

Double data rate synchronous dynamic random-access memory
(DDR SDRAM) is a class of memory integrated circuits used in
computers. DDR SDRAM (sometimes referred to as DDR1 SDRAM)
has been superseded by DDR2 SDRAM and DDR3 SDRAM, neither
of which is either forward or backward compatible with DDR
SDRAM, meaning that DDR2 or DDR3 memory modules will not
work in DDR-equipped motherboards, and vice versa.

Compared to single data rate (SDR) SDRAM, the DDR SDRAM
interface makes higher transfer rates possible by more strict control of
the timing of the electrical data and clock signals. Implementations
often have to use schemes such as phase-locked loops and
self-calibration to reach the required timing accuracy.[1][2] The
interface uses double pumping (transferring data on both the rising and
falling edges of the clock signal) to lower the clock frequency. One
advantage of keeping the clock frequency down is that it reduces the
signal integrity requirements on the circuit board connecting the
memory to the controller. The name "double data rate" refers to the
fact that a DDR SDRAM with a certain clock frequency achieves nearly twice the bandwidth of a SDR SDRAM
running at the same clock frequency, due to this double pumping.

With data being transferred 64 bits at a time, DDR SDRAM gives a transfer rate of (memory bus clock rate) × 2 (for
dual rate) × 64 (number of bits transferred) / 8 (number of bits/byte). Thus, with a bus frequency of 100 MHz, DDR
SDRAM gives a maximum transfer rate of 1600 MB/s.
"Beginning in 1996 and concluding in June 2000, JEDEC developed the DDR (Double Data Rate) SDRAM
specification (JESD79)."[3] JEDEC has set standards for data rates of DDR SDRAM, divided into two parts. The first
specification is for memory chips, and the second is for memory modules.

Specification standards

Comparison of memory modules for desktop PCs
(DIMM). Physical DDR layout
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Comparison of memory modules for
portable/mobile PCs (SO-DIMM).

Standard name Memory
clock

(MHz)

Cycle
time

[4]

(ns)

I/O bus
clock

(MHz)

Data
rate

(MT/s)

V
DDQ
(V)

Module name Peak transfer
rate

(MB/s)

Timings
(CL-tRCD-tRP)

DDR-200 100 10 100 200 2.5±0.2 PC-1600 1600

DDR-266 133⅓ 7.5 133⅓ 266⅔ PC-2100 2133⅓ 2.5-3-3

DDR-333 166⅔ 6 166⅔ 333⅓ PC-2700 2666⅔

DDR-400A
DDR-400B
DDR-400C

200 5 200 400 2.6±0.1 PC-3200 3200 2.5-3-3
3-3-3
3-4-4

Note: All above listed are specified by JEDEC as JESD79F.[5] All RAM data rates in-between or above these listed
specifications are not standardized by JEDEC—often they are simply manufacturer optimizations using
tighter-tolerance or overvolted chips.
The package sizes in which DDR SDRAM is manufactured are also standardized by JEDEC.
There is no architectural difference between DDR SDRAM designed for different clock frequencies, for example,
PC-1600, designed to run at 100 MHz, and PC-2100, designed to run at 133 MHz. The number simply designates the
data rate at which the chip is guaranteed to perform, hence DDR SDRAM is guaranteed to run at lower
(underclocking) and can possibly run at higher (overclocking) clock rates than those for which it was made.[6]

DDR SDRAM modules for desktop computers, commonly called DIMMs, have 184 pins (as opposed to 168 pins on
SDRAM, or 240 pins on DDR2 SDRAM), and can be differentiated from SDRAM DIMMs by the number of
notches (DDR SDRAM has one, SDRAM has two). DDR SDRAM for notebook computers, SO-DIMMs, have 200
pins, which is the same number of pins as DDR2 SO-DIMMs. These two specifications are notched very similarly
and care must be taken during insertion if unsure of a correct match. DDR SDRAM operates at a voltage of 2.5 V,
compared to 3.3 V for SDRAM. This can significantly reduce power consumption. Chips and modules with
DDR-400/PC-3200 standard have a nominal voltage of 2.6 V.
Increasing operating voltage slightly can increase maximum speed, at the cost of higher power dissipation and
heating, and at the risk of malfunctioning or damage.
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Many new chipsets use these memory types in multi-channel configurations.

Chip characteristics
DRAM density

Size of the chip are measured in megabits. Nearly all motherboards only recognize 1 GB modules if they
contain 64M×8 chips (low density). If 128M×4 (high density) 1 GB modules are used, they most likely will
not work. The JEDEC standard allows 128M×4 only for slower buffered/registered modules designed
specifically for some servers, but some generic manufacturers do not comply.[7]

Organization
The notation like 64M×4 means that the memory matrix has 64 million (the product of banks x rows x
columns) 4-bit storage locations. There are ×4, ×8, and ×16 DDR chips. The ×4 chips allow the use of
advanced error correction features like Chipkill, memory scrubbing and Intel SDDC in server environments,
while the ×8 and ×16 chips are somewhat less expensive. x8 chips are mainly used in desktops/notebooks but
are making entry into the server market. There are normally 4 banks and only one row can be active in each
bank.

Module characteristics
Ranks
To increase memory capacity and bandwidth, chips are combined on a module. For instance, the 64-bit data bus for
DIMM requires eight 8-bit chips, addressed in parallel. Multiple chips with the common address lines are called a
memory rank. The term was introduced to avoid confusion with chip internal rows and banks. A memory module
may bear more than one rank. The term sides would also be confusing because it incorrectly suggests the physical
placement of chips on the module.
All ranks are connected to the same memory bus (address+data). The Chip Select signal is used to issue commands
to specific rank.
Adding modules to the single memory bus creates additional electrical load on its drivers. To mitigate the resulting
bus signaling rate drop and overcome the memory bottleneck, new chipsets employ the multi-channel architecture.
Capacity
Number of DRAM Devices

The number of chips is a multiple of 8 for non-ECC modules and a multiple of 9 for ECC modules. Chips can
occupy one side (single sided) or both sides (dual sided) of the module. The maximum number of chips per
DDR module is 36 (9×4) for ECC and 32 (8x4) for non-ECC.

ECC vs non-ECC
Modules that have error correcting code are labeled as ECC. Modules without error correcting code are labeled
non-ECC.

Timings
CAS latency (CL), clock cycle time (tCK), row cycle time (tRC), refresh row cycle time (tRFC), row active time
(tRAS).

Buffering
registered (or buffered) vs unbuffered

Packaging
Typically DIMM or SO-DIMM

Power consumption
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A test with DDR and DDR2 RAM in 2005 found that average power consumption appeared to be of the order
of 1-3W per 512MB module. Increases with clock rate, and when in use rather than idling.[8] A manufacturer
has produced calculators to estimate the power used by various types of RAM.[9]

Module and chip characteristics are inherently linked.
Total module capacity is a product of one chip's capacity by the number of chips. ECC modules multiply it by 8/9
because they use one bit per byte for error correction. A module of any particular size can therefore be assembled
either from 32 small chips (36 for ECC memory), or 16(18) or 8(9) bigger ones.
DDR memory bus width per channel is 64 bits (72 for ECC memory). Total module bit width is a product of bits per
chip by number of chips. It also equals number of ranks (rows) multiplied by DDR memory bus width. Consequently
a module with greater amount of chips or using ×8 chips instead of ×4 will have more ranks.

 Example: Variations of 1 GB PC2100 Registered DDR SDRAM module with ECC

Module size (GB) Number of chips Chip size (Mbit) Chip organization Number of ranks

1 36 256 64M×4 2

1 18 512 64M×8 1

1 18 512 128M×4 +

This example compares different real-world server memory modules with a common size of 1 GB. One should
definitely be careful buying 1 GB memory modules, because all these variations can be sold under one price position
without stating whether they are ×4 or ×8, single or dual ranked.
There is a common belief that number of module ranks equals number of sides. As above data shows, this is not true.
One can find 2-side/1-rank or 2-side/4-rank modules. One can even think of a 1-side/2-rank memory module having
16(18) chips on single side ×8 each, but it's unlikely such a module was ever produced.

History

Double data rate (DDR) SDRAM specification

From JEDEC Board Ballot JCB-99-70, and modified by numerous other Board Ballots, formulated under the
cognizance of Committee JC-42.3 on DRAM Parametrics.
Standard No. 79 Revision Log:
•• Release 1, June 2000
•• Release 2, May 2002
• Release C, March 2003 – JEDEC Standard No. 79C.[10]

"This comprehensive standard defines all required aspects of 64Mb through 1Gb DDR SDRAMs with X4/X8/X16
data interfaces, including features, functionality, ac and dc parametrics, packages and pin assignments. This scope
will subsequently be expanded to formally apply to x32 devices, and higher density devices as well."
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High density vs low density
High density memory here means non-ECC 184 pin SDRAM memory.

Organization
PC3200 is DDR SDRAM designed to operate at 200 MHz using DDR-400 chips with a bandwidth of 3,200 MB/s.
Because PC3200 memory transfers data on both the rising and falling clock edges, its effective clock rate is
400 MHz.
1 GB PC3200 non-ECC modules are usually made with sixteen 512 Mbit chips, 8 down each side (512 Mbits ×
16 chips) / (8 bits (per byte)) = 1,024 MB. The individual chips making up a 1 GB memory module are usually
organized with 64 Mbits and a data width of 8 bits for each chip, commonly expressed as 64M×8. Memory
manufactured in this way is low density RAM and will usually be compatible with any motherboard specifying
PC3200 DDR-400 memory.

High density RAM
In the context of the 1 GB non-ECC PC3200 SDRAM module, there is very little visually to differentiate low
density from high density RAM. High density DDR RAM modules will, like their low density counterparts, usually
be double-sided with eight 512 Mbit chips per side. The difference is that for each chip, instead of being organized in
a 64M×8 configuration, it is organized with 128 Mbits and a data width of 4 bits, or 128M×4.
High density memory modules are assembled using chips from multiple manufacturers. These chips come in both the
familiar 22 × 10 mm (approx.) TSOP2 and smaller squarer 12 × 9 mm (approx.) FBGA package sizes. High density
chips can be identified by the numbers on each chip.
High density RAM devices were designed to be used in registered memory modules for servers. JEDEC standards do
not apply to high-density DDR RAM in desktop implementations. JEDEC's technical documentation, however,
supports 128M×4 semiconductors as such that contradicts 128×4 being classified as high density. As such, high
density is a relative term, which can be used to describe memory which is not supported by a particular
motherboard's memory controller.

Variations

DDR
SDRAM
Standard

Bus
clock

(MHz)

Internal
rate

(MHz)

Prefetch
(min burst)

Transfer
Rate

(MT/s)

Voltage DIMM
pins

SO-DIMM
pins

MicroDIMM
pins

DDR 100–200 100–200 2n 200–400 2.5/2.6 184 200 172

DDR2 200–533 100–266 4n 400–1066 1.8 240 200 214

DDR3 400–1066 100–266 8n 800–2133 1.5 240 204 214

DDR (DDR1) was superseded by DDR2 SDRAM, which had modifications for higher clock frequency and again
doubled throughput, but operates on the same principle as DDR. Competing with DDR2 was Rambus XDR DRAM.
DDR2 dominated due to cost and support factors. DDR2 was in turn superseded by DDR3 SDRAM which offered
higher performance for increased bus speeds and new features. DDR3 will likely be superseded by DDR4 SDRAM,
which was first produced in 2011 and whose standards are still in flux (2012) with significant architectural changes.
DDR's prefetch buffer depth is 2(bits), while DDR2 uses 4. Although the effective clock rates of DDR2 are higher
than DDR, the overall performance was no greater in the early implementations, primarily due to the high latencies
of the first DDR2 modules. DDR2 started to be effective by the end of 2004, as modules with lower latencies
became available.[11]
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Memory manufacturers stated that it was impractical to mass-produce DDR1 memory with effective transfer rates in
excess of 400 MHz (i.e. 400MT/s and 200 MHz external clock) due to internal speed limitations. DDR2 picks up
where DDR1 leaves off, utilizing internal clock rates similar to DDR1, but is available at effective transfer rates of
400 MHz and higher. DDR3 advances extended the ability to preserve internal clock rates while providing higher
effective transfer rates by again doubling the prefetch depth.
RDRAM was a particularly expensive alternative to DDR SDRAM, and most manufacturers dropped its support
from their chipsets. DDR1 memory's prices substantially increased since Q2 2008 while DDR2 prices declined. In
January 2009, 1 GB DDR1 was 2–3 times more expensive than 1 GB DDR2. High density DDR RAM will suit
about 10% of PC motherboards on the market while low density will suit almost all motherboards on the PC Desktop
market.

MDDR
MDDR is an acronym that some enterprises use for Mobile DDR SDRAM, a type of memory used in some portable
electronic devices, like mobile phones, handhelds, and digital audio players. Through techniques including reduced
voltage supply and advanced refresh options, Mobile DDR can achieve greater power efficiency.
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DDR2 SDRAM

Two PC2-6400 modules encased in heat
spreaders

PC2-6400 DDR2 SO-DIMM (for notebooks)

DDR2 SDRAM is a double data rate synchronous dynamic
random-access memory interface. It supersedes the original DDR
SDRAM specification and has itself been superseded by DDR3
SDRAM. DDR2 is neither forward nor backward compatible with
either DDR or DDR3.

In addition to double pumping the data bus as in DDR SDRAM
(transferring data on the rising and falling edges of the bus clock
signal), DDR2 allows higher bus speed and requires lower power by
running the internal clock at half the speed of the data bus. The two
factors combine to require a total of four data transfers per internal
clock cycle. With data being transferred 64 bits at a time, DDR2
SDRAM gives a transfer rate of (memory clock rate) × 2 (for bus clock
multiplier) × 2 (for dual rate) × 64 (number of bits transferred) / 8
(number of bits/byte). Thus with a memory clock frequency of
100 MHz, DDR2 SDRAM gives a maximum transfer rate of
3200 MB/s.

Since the DDR2 internal clock runs at half the DDR external clock
rate, DDR2 memory operating at the same external data bus clock rate
as DDR results in DDR2 being able to provide the same bandwidth but with higher latency. Alternatively, DDR2
memory operating at twice the external data bus clock rate as DDR may provide twice the bandwidth with the same
latency. The best-rated DDR2 memory modules are at least twice as fast as the best-rated DDR memory modules.

Overview

Comparison of memory modules for desktop PCs
(DIMM).

Like all SDRAM implementations, DDR2 stores data in memory cells
that are activated with the use of a clock signal to synchronize their
operation with an external data bus. Like DDR before it, the DDR2 I/O
buffer transfers data both on the rising and falling edges of the clock
signal (a technique called "double pumping"). The key difference
between DDR and DDR2 is that for DDR2 the memory cells are
clocked at 1 quarter (rather than half) the rate of the bus. This requires
a 4-bit-deep prefetch queue, but, without changing the memory cells
themselves, DDR2 can effectively operate at twice the bus speed of
DDR.

DDR2's bus frequency is boosted by electrical interface improvements,
on-die termination, prefetch buffers and off-chip drivers. However,
latency is greatly increased as a trade-off. The DDR2 prefetch buffer is
4 bits deep, whereas it is two bits deep for DDR and eight bits deep for
DDR3. While DDR SDRAM has typical read latencies of between 2
and 3 bus cycles, DDR2 may have read latencies between 4 and 6
cycles. Thus, DDR2 memory must be operated at twice the data rate to achieve the same latency.
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Comparison of memory modules for
portable/mobile PCs (SO-DIMM).

Another cost of the increased bandwidth is the requirement that the
chips are packaged in a more expensive and more difficult to assemble
BGA package as compared to the TSSOP package of the previous
memory generations such as DDR SDRAM and SDR SDRAM. This
packaging change was necessary to maintain signal integrity at higher
bus speeds.

Power savings are achieved primarily due to an improved
manufacturing process through die shrinkage, resulting in a drop in
operating voltage (1.8 V compared to DDR's 2.5 V). The lower
memory clock frequency may also enable power reductions in
applications that do not require the highest available data rates.
According to JEDEC[1] the maximum recommended voltage is 1.9
volts and should be considered the absolute maximum when memory
stability is an issue (such as in servers or other mission critical
devices). In addition, JEDEC states that memory modules must
withstand up to 2.3 volts before incurring permanent damage (although
they may not actually function correctly at that level).

Specification standards

Chips and modules
For use in computers, DDR2 SDRAM is supplied in DIMMs with 240 pins and a single locating notch. Laptop
DDR2 SO-DIMMs have 200 pins and often come identified by an additional S in their designation. DIMMs are
identified by their peak transfer capacity (often called bandwidth).

Standard
name

Memory clock
(MHz)

Cycle
time (ns)

I/O bus
clock (MHz)

Data rate
(MT/s)

Module
name

Peak transfer
rate (MB/s)

Timings
[2][3]

(CL-tRCD-tRP)

CAS
latency (ns)

DDR2-400B
DDR2-400C

100 10 200 400 PC2-3200 3200 3-3-3
4-4-4

15
20

DDR2-533B
DDR2-533C

133⅓ 7½ 266⅔ 533⅓ PC2-4200* 4266⅔ 3-3-3
4-4-4

11¼
15

DDR2-667C
DDR2-667D

166⅔ 6 333⅓ 666⅔ PC2-5300* 5333⅓ 4-4-4
5-5-5

12
15

DDR2-800C
DDR2-800D
DDR2-800E

200 5 400 800 PC2-6400 6400 4-4-4
5-5-5
6-6-6

10
12½
15

DDR2-1066E
DDR2-1066F

266⅔ 3¾ 533⅓ 1066⅔ PC2-8500* 8533⅓ 6-6-6
7-7-7

11¼
13⅛

* Some manufacturers label their DDR2 modules as PC2-4300, PC2-5400 or PC2-8600 instead of the respective
names suggested by JEDEC. At least one manufacturer has reported this reflects successful testing at a higher-than
standard data rate[4] whilst others simply round up for the name.

Note: DDR2-xxx denotes data transfer rate, and describes raw DDR chips, whereas PC2-xxxx denotes theoretical 
bandwidth (with the last two digits truncated), and is used to describe assembled DIMMs. Bandwidth is calculated 
by taking transfers per second and multiplying by eight. This is because DDR2 memory modules transfer data on a
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bus that is 64 data bits wide, and since a byte comprises 8 bits, this equates to 8 bytes of data per transfer.
In addition to bandwidth and capacity variants, modules can
1. Optionally implement ECC, which is an extra data byte lane used for correcting minor errors and detecting major

errors for better reliability. Modules with ECC are identified by an additional ECC in their designation.
PC2-4200 ECC is a PC2-4200 module with ECC.

2. Be "registered" ("buffered"), which improves signal integrity (and hence potentially clock rates and physical slot
capacity) by electrically buffering the signals at a cost of an extra clock of increased latency. Those modules are
identified by an additional R in their designation, whereas non-registered (a.k.a. "unbuffered") RAM may be
identified by an additional U in the designation. PC2-4200R is a registered PC2-4200 module, PC2-4200R ECC is
the same module but with additional ECC.

3. Be fully buffered modules, which are designated by F or FB and do not have the same notch position as other
classes. Fully buffered modules cannot be used with motherboards that are made for registered modules, and the
different notch position physically prevents their insertion.

Note: registered and un-buffered SDRAM generally cannot be mixed on the same channel.

Note that the highest-rated DDR2 modules in 2009 operate at 533 MHz (1066 MT/s), compared to the highest-rated
DDR modules operating at 200 MHz (400 MT/s). At the same time, the CAS latency of 11.2 ns = 6 / (Bus clock rate)
for the best PC2-8500 modules is comparable to that of 10 ns = 4 / (Bus clock rate) for the best PC-3200 modules.

Debut
DDR2 was introduced in the second quarter of 2003 at two initial clock rates: 200 MHz (referred to as PC2-3200)
and 266 MHz (PC2-4200). Both performed worse than the original DDR specification due to higher latency, which
made total access times longer. However, the original DDR technology tops out at a clock rate around 200 MHz (400
MT/s). Higher performance DDR chips exist, but JEDEC has stated that they will not be standardized. These
modules are mostly manufacturer optimizations of highest-yielding chips, drawing significantly more power than
slower-clocked modules, and usually do not offer much, if any, greater real-world performance.
DDR2 started to become competitive with the older DDR standard by the end of 2004, as modules with lower
latencies became available.[5]

Backward compatibility
DDR2 DIMMs are not designed to be backward compatible with DDR DIMMs. The notch on DDR2 DIMMs is in a
different position from DDR DIMMs, and the pin density is higher than DDR DIMMs in desktops. DDR2 is a
240-pin module, DDR is a 184-pin module. Notebooks have 200-pin modules for DDR and DDR2, however the
notch on DDR modules is in a slightly different position than that on DDR2 modules.
Higher-speed DDR2 DIMMs are compatible with lower-speed DDR2 DIMMs although the motherboard or CPU
memory controller will be bound to the limits of the lower-performance modules.

Relation to GDDR memory
The first commercial product to claim using the "DDR2" technology was the NVIDIA GeForce FX 5800 graphics
card. However, it is important to note that this GDDR2 memory used on graphics cards is not DDR2 per se, but
rather an early midpoint between DDR and DDR2 technologies. Using "DDR2" to refer to GDDR2 is a colloquial
misnomer. In particular, the performance-enhancing doubling of the I/O clock rate is missing. It had severe
overheating issues due to the nominal DDR voltages. ATI has since designed the GDDR technology further into
GDDR3, which is based on DDR2-SDRAM, though with several additions suited for graphics cards.
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GDDR3 is now commonly used in modern graphics cards and some tablet PCs. However, further confusion has been
added to the mix with the appearance of budget and mid-range graphics cards which claim to use "GDDR2". These
cards actually use standard DDR2 chips designed for use as main system memory although operating with higher
latencies to achive higher clockrates. These chips cannot achieve the clock rates of GDDR3 but are inexpensive and
fast enough to be used as memory on mid-range cards.
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task=view& id=35& Itemid=60)
• DDR2 low latency vs high bandwidth, Core 2 Duo (Conroe) performance (http:/ / www. xbitlabs. com/ articles/
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DDR3 SDRAM

PC3-10600 DDR3 SO-DIMM (204 pins)

In computing, DDR3 SDRAM, an abbreviation for double data rate
type three synchronous dynamic random access memory, is a
modern kind of dynamic random access memory (DRAM) with a high
bandwidth interface, and has been in use since 2007. DDR3 SDRAM is
neither forward nor backward compatible with any earlier type of
random access memory (RAM) due to different signaling voltages,
timings, and other factors.

DDR3 is a DRAM interface specification. The actual DRAM arrays that store the data are similar to earlier types,
with similar performance.
The primary benefit of DDR3 SDRAM over its immediate predecessor, DDR2 SDRAM, is its ability to transfer data
at twice the rate (eight times the speed of its internal memory arrays), enabling higher bandwidth or peak data rates.
With two transfers per cycle of a quadrupled clock signal, a 64-bit wide DDR3 module may achieve a transfer rate of
up to 64 times the memory clock speed in megabytes per second (MB/s). With data being transferred 64 bits at a
time per memory module, DDR3 SDRAM gives a transfer rate of (memory clock rate) × 4 (for bus clock multiplier)
× 2 (for data rate) × 64 (number of bits transferred) / 8 (number of bits/byte). Thus with a memory clock frequency
of 100 MHz, DDR3 SDRAM gives a maximum transfer rate of 6400 MB/s. In addition, the DDR3 standard permits
chip capacities of up to 8 gigabytes.

Overview

Comparison of memory modules for desktop PCs
(DIMM).

Compared to DDR2 memory, DDR3 memory uses 30% less power.
This reduction comes from the difference in supply voltages: 1.8 V or
2.5 V for DDR2, and 1.5 V for DDR3. The 1.5 V supply voltage works
well with the 90 nanometer fabrication technology used in the original
DDR3 chips. Some manufacturers further propose using "dual-gate"
transistors to reduce leakage of current.[1]

According to JEDEC,[2] 1.575 volts should be considered the absolute
maximum when memory stability is the foremost consideration, such
as in servers or other mission-critical devices. In addition, JEDEC
states that memory modules must withstand up to 1.975 volts before
incurring permanent damage, although they are not required to
function correctly at that level.

Another benefit is its prefetch buffer, which is 8-burst-deep. In
contrast, the prefetch buffer of DDR2 is 4-burst-deep, and the prefetch
buffer of DDR is 2-burst-deep. This advantage is an enabling
technology in DDR3's transfer speed.

DDR3 modules can transfer data at a rate of 800–2133 MT/s using both rising and falling edges of a 400–1066 MHz
I/O clock. Sometimes, a vendor may misleadingly advertise the I/O clock rate by labeling the MT/s as MHz. The
MT/s is normally twice that of MHz by double sampling, one on the rising clock edge, and the other, on the
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Comparison of memory modules for
portable/mobile PCs (SO-DIMM).

falling. In comparison, DDR2's current range of data transfer rates is
400–1066 MT/s using a 200–533 MHz I/O clock, and DDR's range is
200–400 MT/s based on a 100–200 MHz I/O clock. High-performance
graphics was an initial driver of such bandwidth requirements, where
high bandwidth data transfer between framebuffers is required.

DDR3 does use the same electric signaling standard as DDR and
DDR2, Stub Series Terminated Logic, albeit at different timings and
voltages. Specifically, DDR3 uses SSTL_15.[3]

DDR3 prototypes were announced in early 2005. Products in the form
of motherboards appeared on the market in June 2007[4] based on
Intel's P35 "Bearlake" chipset with DIMMs at bandwidths up to
DDR3-1600 (PC3-12800).[5] The Intel Core i7, released in November
2008, connects directly to memory rather than via a chipset. The Core
i7 supports only DDR3. AMD's first socket AM3 Phenom II X4
processors, released in February 2009, were their first to support
DDR3.

DDR3 DIMMs have 240 pins and are electrically incompatible with DDR2. The two are prevented from being
accidentally interchanged by different key notch positions on the DIMMs. Not only are DDR2 and DDR3 keyed
differently, DDR2 has rounded notches on the side and the DDR3 modules have square notches on the side. [6]

DDR3 SO-DIMMs have 204 pins.[7]

GDDR3 memory, sometimes incorrectly referred to as "DDR3" due to its similar name, is an entirely different
technology, as it is designed for use in graphics cards and is based on DDR2 SDRAM.

DDR3L
The "L" in DDR3L stands for low-voltage. JEDEC introduced two low-voltage standards. The DDR3L standard is
1.35V and has the label ’’PC3L’’ for its modules. Examples include DDR3L‐800, DDR3L‐1066, DDR3L‐1333, and
DDR3L‐1600. The DDR3U standard is 1.25V and has the label ’’PC3U’’ for its modules.

Latencies
While the typical latencies for a JEDEC DDR2 device were 5-5-5-15, some standard latencies for JEDEC DDR3
devices include 7-7-7-20 for DDR3-1066 and 8-8-8-24 for DDR3-1333.
DDR3 latencies are numerically higher because the I/O bus clock cycles by which they are measured are shorter; the
actual time interval is similar to DDR2 latencies (around 10 ns). There is some improvement because DDR3
generally uses more recent manufacturing processes, but this is not directly caused by the change to DDR3.
As with earlier memory generations, faster DDR3 memory became available after the release of the initial versions.
DDR3-2000 memory with 9-9-9-28 latency (9 ns) was available in time to coincide with the Intel Core i7 release.[8]

CAS latency of 9 at 1000 MHz (DDR3-2000) is 9 ns, while CAS latency of 7 at 667 MHz (DDR3-1333) is 10.5 ns.
(CAS / Frequency (MHz)) × 1000 = X ns
Example:
(7 / 667) × 1000 = 10.4948 ns
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Power consumption
Power consumption of individual SDRAM chips (or, by extension, DIMMs) varies based on many factors, including
speed, type of usage, voltage, etc. Dell's Power Advisor calculates that 4 GB ECC DDR1333 RDIMMs use about
4 W each.[9] By contrast, a more modern mainstream desktop-oriented part 8 GB, DDR3/1600 DIMM, is rated at
2.58 W, despite being significantly faster.[10]

Extensions
Intel Corporation officially introduced the eXtreme Memory Profile (XMP) Specification on March 23, 2007 to
enable enthusiast performance extensions to the traditional JEDEC SPD specifications for DDR3 SDRAM.[11]

Modules

JEDEC standard modules

Standard
name

Memory clock
(MHz)

Cycle
time (ns)

I/O bus
clock (MHz)

Data rate
(MT/s)

Module
name

Peak transfer
rate (MB/s)

Timings
(CL-tRCD-tRP)

CAS
latency (ns)

DDR3-800D
DDR3-800E

100 10 400 800 PC3-6400 6400 5-5-5
6-6-6

12 1⁄2
15

DDR3-1066E
DDR3-1066F
DDR3-1066G

133⅓ 7 1⁄2
533⅓ 1066⅔ PC3-8500 8533⅓ 6-6-6

7-7-7
8-8-8

11 1⁄4
13 1⁄8

15

DDR3-1333F*
DDR3-1333G
DDR3-1333H
DDR3-1333J*

166⅔ 6 666⅔ 1333⅓ PC3-10600 10666⅔ 7-7-7
8-8-8
9-9-9

10-10-10

10 1⁄2
12

13 1⁄2
15

DDR3-1600G*
DDR3-1600H
DDR3-1600J
DDR3-1600K

200 5 800 1600 PC3-12800 12800 8-8-8
9-9-9

10-10-10
11-11-11

10
11 1⁄4
12 1⁄2
13 3⁄4

DDR3-1866J*
DDR3-1866K
DDR3-1866L

DDR3-1866M*

233⅓ 4 2⁄7
933⅓ 1866⅔ PC3-14900 14933⅓ 10-10-10

11-11-11
12-12-12
13-13-13

10 5⁄7
11 11⁄14
12 6⁄7

13 13⁄14

DDR3-2133K*
DDR3-2133L
DDR3-2133M
DDR3-2133N*

266⅔ 3 3⁄4
1066⅔ 2133⅓ PC3-17000 17066⅔ 11-11-11

12-12-12
13-13-13
14-14-14

10 5⁄16
11 1⁄4
12 3⁄16
13 1⁄8

* optional
CL - Clock cycles between sending a column address to the memory and the beginning of the data in response
tRCD - Clock cycles between row activate and reads/writes
tRP - Clock cycles between row precharge and activate
Fractional frequencies are normally rounded down, but rounding up to -667 is common due to the exact number
being -666⅔ and rounding to the nearest whole number. Some manufacturers also round to a certain precision or
round up instead. For example, PC3-10666 memory could be listed as PC3-10600 or PC3-10700.[12]
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Note: All items listed above are specified by JEDEC as JESD79-3D.[13] All RAM data rates in-between or above
these listed specifications are not standardized by JEDEC—often they are simply manufacturer optimizations using
higher-tolerance or overvolted chips. Of these non-standard specifications, the highest reported speed reached was
equivalent to DDR3-2544, as of May 2010.[14]

DDR3-xxx denotes data transfer rate, and describes raw DDR chips, whereas PC3-xxxx denotes theoretical
bandwidth (with the last two digits truncated), and is used to describe assembled DIMMs. Bandwidth is calculated
by taking transfers per second and multiplying by eight. This is because DDR3 memory modules transfer data on a
bus that is 64 data bits wide, and since a byte comprises 8 bits, this equates to 8 bytes of data per transfer.
In addition to bandwidth and capacity variants, modules can:
1. Optionally implement ECC, which is an extra data byte lane used for correcting minor errors and detecting major

errors for better reliability. Modules with ECC are identified by an additional ECC or E in their designation. For
example: "PC3-6400 ECC", or PC3-8500E.[15]

2. Be "registered", which improves signal integrity (and hence potentially clock rates and physical slot capacity) by
electrically buffering the signals with a register, at a cost of an extra clock of increased latency. Those modules
are identified by an additional R in their designation, whereas non-registered (a.k.a. "unbuffered") RAM may be
identified by an additional U in the designation. PC3-6400R is a registered PC3-6400 module, and PC3-6400R
ECC is the same module with ECC.

3. Be fully buffered modules, which are designated by F or FB and do not have the same notch position as other
classes. Fully buffered modules cannot be used with motherboards that are made for registered modules, and the
different notch position physically prevents their insertion.

Feature summary
DDR3 SDRAM components
•• Introduction of asynchronous RESET pin
•• Support of system-level flight-time compensation
• On-DIMM mirror-friendly DRAM pinout
•• Introduction of CWL (CAS write latency) per clock bin
•• On-die I/O calibration engine
•• READ and WRITE calibration
DDR3 modules
•• Fly-by command/address/control bus with on-DIMM termination
•• High-precision calibration resistors
• Are not backwards compatible—DDR3 modules do not fit into DDR2 sockets; forcing them can damage the

DIMM and/or the motherboard[16]

Technological advantages compared to DDR2
•• Higher bandwidth performance, up to 2133 MT/s standardized
•• Slightly improved latencies, as measured in nanoseconds
•• Higher performance at low power (longer battery life in laptops)
•• Enhanced low-power features
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Development and market penetration
In May 2005, Desi Rhoden, chairman of the JEDEC committee responsible for creating the DDR3 standard, stated
that DDR3 had been under development for "about 3 years".[17] DDR3 was launched in 2007, but sales were not
expected to overtake DDR2 until the end of 2009, or possibly early 2010, according to Intel strategist Carlos
Weissenberg, speaking during the early part of their roll-out in August 2008.[18] (The same timescale for market
penetration had been stated by market intelligence company DRAMeXchange over a year earlier in April 2007,[19]

and by Desi Rhoden in 2005.[17]) The primary driving force behind the increased usage of DDR3 has been new Core
i7 processors from Intel and Phenom II processors from AMD, both of which have internal memory controllers: the
latter recommends DDR3, the former requires it. IDC stated in January 2009 that DDR3 sales will account for 29
percent of the total DRAM units sold in 2009, rising to 72% by 2011.[20]

Successor
JEDEC's planned successor to DDR3 is DDR4, whose standard is currently in development.[21] The primary benefits
of DDR4 compared to DDR3 include a higher range of clock frequencies and data transfer rates[22] and significantly
lower voltage. Some manufacturers have already demonstrated DDR4 chips for testing purposes.[23]
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DDR4 SDRAM

DDR4 SDRAM

Type synchronous dynamic random-access memory

Release date September 2012[1]

Predecessor DDR3 SDRAM

Website JEDEC [2]

In computing, DDR4 SDRAM, an abbreviation for double data rate (fourth generation) synchronous dynamic
random-access memory, is a type of dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) with a high bandwidth interface
expected to be released to market in 2013.[3][4] It is one of several variants of DRAM, some of which have been in
use since the early 1970s[5] and is not compatible with any earlier type of random access memory (RAM) due to
different signaling voltages, physical interface and other factors.

Benefits
Its primary benefits compared to DDR3 include a higher range of clock frequencies and data transfer rates
(2133–4266 MT/s compared to DDR3's 800 and higher[6][7][8]) and lower voltage (1.05–1.2 V for DDR4,[7]

compared to 1.2–1.65 V for DDR3) with current remaining the same.[9] DDR4 also anticipates a change in topology.
It discards the multiple DIMMs per channel approach in favor of a point-to-point topology where each channel in the
memory controller is connected to a single DIMM.[7][10] Switched memory banks are also an anticipated option for
servers.[7]

Development and market history
Standards body JEDEC began working on a successor to DDR3 around 2005,[11] about 2 years before the launch of
DDR3 in 2007.[12][13] The high-level architecture of DDR4 was planned for completion in 2008.[14]

Some advance information was published in 2007,[15] and a guest speaker from Qimonda provided further public
details in a presentation at the August 2008 San Francisco Intel Developer Forum (IDF).[15][16][17][18] DDR4 was
described as involving a 30 nm process at 1.2 volts, with bus frequencies of 2133 MT/s "regular" speed and
3200 MT/s "enthusiast" speed, and reaching market in 2012, before transitioning to 1 volt in 2013.[16][18]

Subsequently, further details were revealed at MemCon 2010, Tokyo (a computer memory industry event), at which
a presentation by a JEDEC director titled "Time to rethink DDR4" [19] with a slide titled "New roadmap: More
realistic roadmap is 2015" led some websites to report that the introduction of DDR4 was probably[20] or
definitely[21][22] delayed until 2015. However, DDR4 test samples were announced in line with the original schedule
in early 2011 at which time manufacturers began to advise that large scale commercial production and release to
market was scheduled for 2012.[3]

DDR4 is expected to represent 5% of the DRAM market in 2013,[3] and to reach mass market adoption and 50%
market penetration around 2015;[3] the latter is comparable with the approximately 5 years taken for DDR3 to
achieve mass market transition over DDR2.[7] In part, this is because changes required to other components would
impact all other parts of computer systems, which would need to be updated to work with DDR4.[6]

In February 2009, Samsung validated 40 nm DRAM chips, considered a "significant step" towards DDR4 
development[23] since in 2009, DRAM chips were only beginning to migrate to a 50 nm process.[24] In January 2011, 
Samsung announced the completion and release for testing of a 2 GB DDR4 DRAM module based on a process
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between 30 and 39 nm.[25] It has a maximum data transfer rate of 2133 Mb/s at 1.2 V, uses pseudo open drain
technology (adapted from graphics DDR memory[26]) and draws 40% less power than an equivalent DDR3
module.[25][27][28]

Three months later in April 2011, Hynix announced the production of 2 GB DDR4 modules at 2400 MT/s, also
running at 1.2 V on a process between 30 and 39 nm (exact process unspecified),[3] adding that it anticipated
commencing high volume production in the second half of 2012.[3] Semiconductor processes for DDR4 are expected
to transition to sub-30 nm at some point between late 2012 and 2014.[7][29]

In May 2012 Micron announced[4] it is aiming at starting production in late 2012 of 30 nm modules.
In July 2012, Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., announced that it has begun sampling the industry's first 16GB
registered dual inline memory modules (RDIMMs) using DDR4 SDRAM for enterprise server systems.[30][31]

In September 2012 JEDEC released the final specification of DDR4.[1]

DIMM differences
DDR4 memory comes in a 284-pin DIMM, similar to a 240-pin DDR-2/DDR-3 DIMM.[32]:11 The pins are spaced
more closely (0.85 mm instead of 1.0) to fit more within the standard 51⁄4-inch (133.35 mm) DIMM width, the
height is increased slightly (31.25 mm/1.23 in instead of 30.35 mm/1.2 in) to make signal routing easier, and the
thickness is increased (to 1.2 mm from 1.0) to accommodate more signal layers.
DDR4 SO-DIMMs have 256 pins (rather than 204), spaced closer (0.5 mm rather than 0.6), and are 1.0 mm wider
(68.6 mm rather than 67.6), but retain the same 30 mm height.[32]:11

Technical description
The new chips will use a 1.2 V supply[32]:16[33][34] with a 2.5 V auxiliary supply VPP,[32]:16, versus the standard
1.5 V of DDR3 chips, with lower voltage variants at 1.05 V appearing in 2013. They are expected to be introduced at
transfer rates of 2133 MT/s,[32]:18 estimated to rise to a potential 4266 MT/s[6] by 2013. The minimum transfer rate
of 2133 MT/s was said to be due to progress made in DDR3 speeds which, being likely to reach 2133 MT/s, left little
commercial benefit to specifying DDR4 below this speed.[6][7] Techgage interpreted Samsung's January 2011
engineering sample as having CAS latency of 13 clock cycles, described as being comparable to the move from
DDR2 to DDR3.[26]

Internal banks are increased to 16 (4 bank select bits), with up to 8 ranks per DIMM.[32]:16

Protocol changes include:[32]:20

•• Parity on the command/address bus
• Data bus inversion (like GDDR4)
• CRC on the data bus
• Independent programming of individual DRAMs on a DIMM, to allow better control of on-die termination.
Increased memory density is anticipated, possibly using TSV ("through-silicon via") or other 3D stacking
processes.[6][7][10][35] The DDR4 specification will include standardized 3D stacking "from the start" according to
JEDEC,[35] with provision for up to 8 stacked dies.[32]:12 X-bit Labs predicted that "as a result DDR4 memory chips
with very high density will become relatively inexpensive".[6] Prefetch remains at 8n[32]:16 with bank groups,
including the use of two or four selectable bank groups.[36]

DDR4 also anticipates a change in topology. It discards the multi-drop bus approach used in previous generations in
favor of point-to-point where each channel in the memory controller is connected to a single module.[7][10] This
mirrors the trend also seen in the earlier transition from PCI to PCI Express, where parallelism was moved from the
interface to the controller,[10] and is likely to simplify timing in modern high-speed data buses.[10] Switched memory
banks are also an anticipated option for servers.[7][10]
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In 2008, concerns were raised in the book Wafer Level 3-D ICs Process Technology that non-scaling analog
elements such as charge pumps and voltage regulators, and additional circuitry "have allowed significant increases in
bandwidth but they consume much more die area". Examples include CRC error-detection, on-die termination, burst
hardware, programmable pipelines, low impedance, and increasing need for sense amps (attributed to a decline in
bits per bitline due to low voltage). The authors noted that as a result, the amount of die used for the memory array
itself has declined over time from 70–78% with SDRAM and DDR1, to 47% for DDR2, to 38% for DDR3 and
potentially to less than 30% for DDR4.[37]

Command encoding
Although it still operates in fundamentally the same way, DDR4 makes one major change to the command formats
used by previous SDRAM generations. A new command signal /ACT is low to indicate the activate (open row)
command.
The activate command requires more address bits than any other (18 row address bits in an 8 Gb part), so the
standard /RAS, /CAS and /WE signals are shared with high-order address bits that are not used when /ACT is high.
The combination of /RAS, /CAS and /WE that previously encoded an activate command is unused.
As in previous SDRAM encodings, A10 is used to select command variants: auto-precharge on read and write
commands, and one bank vs all banks for the precharge command. It also selects two variants of the ZQ calibration
command.
In addition, A12 is used to request burst chop: truncation of an 8-transfer burst after 4 transfers. Although the bank is
still busy and unavailable for other commands until 8 transfer times have elapsed, a different bank can be accessed.
Also, the number of bank addresses has been increased greatly. There are 4 bank select bits to select up to 16 banks
within each DRAM: 2 bank address bits (BA0, BA1), and 2 bank group bits (BG0, BG1). There are additional
timing restrictions when accessing banks within the same bank group; it is faster to access a bank in a different bank
group.
In addition, there are 3 chip select signals (C0, C1, C2), allowing up to 8 stacked chips to be placed inside a single
DRAM package. These effectively act as three more bank select bits, bringing the total to 7 (128 possible banks).

DDR4 command encoding[38]

/CS BGn, BAn /ACT A17 A16
/RAS

A15
/CAS

A14
/WE

A13 A12 A11 A10 A9–0 Command

H — x — Deselect (No operation)

L bank L Row address Active (activate): open a row

L x H x H H H — x — No operation

L x H x H H L x long x ZQ Calibration

L bank H x H L H x BC x AP Column Read (BC=burst chop)

L bank H x H L L x BC x AP Column Write (AP=auto-precharge)

L x H x L H H — x — (Unassigned, reserved)

L x H x L H L x H x Precharge all banks

L bank H x L H L x L x Precharge one bank

L x H x L L H — x — Refresh

L register H 0 L L L 0 data Mode register set (MR0–MR6)

Note: x bits are "don't care", but must be at a valid voltage level, either 0 or 1.
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Standard transfer rates are 1600, 1866, 2133 and 2400 MT/s.[38] (12/15, 14/15, 16/15 and 18/15 GHz clock speeds,
double data rate.) 2666 and 3200 MT/s (20/15 and 24/15 GHz clock speeds) are provided for, but the specifications
are not yet complete.
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